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This thesis describes the design and implementation of 
a MC6809 multi-computer communication system, which includes 
a hardware communication controller, with emphasis on the 
system's software development. A communication program 
written in 6809 assembly ·language has been developed to 
interface each user and the controller. The communication 
program acts as a postman, sending and taking messages for 
each user via the interrupt-driven sending and receiving 
software. A message is transmitted over a crossbar switched 
path, which is 8 bits wide, to increase the transmission 
rate and decrease dedicated CPU time. Every McGeog 
microcomputer in the system can send or receive a message. 
A sender can send a message to any number of receivers; 
however, a receiver can accept a message from one sender 
only. A sender can also receive a message while sending a 
message. 
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"The decreasing cost, the growth in technology, and the 
diversification of applications have caused computer systems 
to evolve from being centralized to being distributed. A 
distributed computer system may possess a large number of 
general- and special-purpose autonomous processing units 
interconnected by a network" (IEEE 1985). 
Multicomputer systems exemplify the growth of digital 
communications technology. Multicomputer systems typically 
contain a number of computers which communicate over an 
interprocessor link. A multi-computer system is an example 
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An Example of a Distributed System. 
2 
This thesis describes the design of a MC6809 multi-
computer system, including a hardware communication 
controller and communication network to connect several 
microcomputers. The linking structure of this communication 
network is called a crossbar switch (or matrix), and can be 
viewed as a device capable of the static connection of N 
input terminals onto M output terminals in an arbitrary way. 
The "crossbar" implies there are dedicated data paths 
between each communication pair. The three main components 
of any communication linking structure are: (1) circuits 
over which communication can take place, (2) input and 
output terminals to which devices are attached, and (3) 
switches which can be "programmed" to interconnect the input 
and output terminals (in various specific connection 
conditions) (Thurber 1979). 
The multi-computer system in this thesis is used to 
provide a communication interface between Motorola MC6809 
microcomputers such that each microcomputer in the set can 
"talk" to other microcomputer(s). The design uses crossbar 
switches as the basic message transmission path between the 
microcomputers. These microcomputers (which will be called 
communicating computers throughout the report) may be viewed 
as intelligent terminals that transmit messages to other 
communicating computers in the system. Any message has a 
maximum length of 64 bytes. 
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A central control unit is needed to manage message 
transmission between communicating computers. The 
controller may be thought of as directing traffic at a 
crossroad. Its duty is to control the switching function 
and to initiate message transmission. In addition, the 
controller must assign transmission priorities, and resolve 
any contention or conflicts that arise for requests for the 
transmission of multiple messages. To implement these 
functions, either a special microcomputer system 
dedicated hardware control unit could be used. 
or a 
During the I * proJect, controller of this two course 
schemes were considered. In one scheme, the controller was a 
computer. Generally, this · approach is both reliable and 
easily implemented, since software can be used to do any 
"handshaking," timing, etc. (Motorola 1980). However, in 
this approach, an entire microcomputer is dedicated to 
control tasks and therefore cannot be used for 
communication. Also, a software controller would be 
inherently slower than a hardware control circuit. 
* This thesis originated from the author's report on a 
"Microcomputer Application Design" class project in the 
Spring Semester of 1985. Classmates Mr. Massood 
Towhidnejad and Mr. Fereidon Torkzadeh undertook the 
preliminary hardware development. The author undertook the 
preliminary software development. Mr. Towhidnejad is 
writing a thesis to describe the : completed hardware 
design. Therefore, it is recommended that the reader refer 
to Mr. Towhidnejad's thesis for the hardware system 
description. 
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Further, all the special purpose hardware for communication 
must still be constructed. In the second scheme, the 
controller is implemented as a hardware circuit module. This 
approach requires special hardware circuitry, but has the 
advantage of speed. In light of this advantage, this thesis 
will focus on the second control scheme. Specifically, this 
thesis focuses on the communication software, which 
facilitates communication between up to four computers and 
dedicated control hardware (Towhidnejad 1986). This 
communication software must reside in each communicating 
computer active in the system. 
An intuitive design consideration was to build a system 
in which message transmissions between communicating 
computers would be given priority over any other task which 
could be executed on the computer. The rapid response to 
message reception is resolved by interrupt-driven 
communication software, in which the interrupt service 
routine takes over control to promptly handle the incoming 
message. 
The communication between computers is governed by 
designer-defined protocols or procedures which control the 
timing and format of message transmission. A protocol is a 
set of rules governing communication between two or more 
entities (National Engineering Consortium 1978). Xn the 
designed system, 
communicate with 
any of up to four network 






example system uses only two computers as a network. For 
example, if the ith computer wishes to send a message to 
the jth computer, the ith computer must first send a 
"destination vector" to the communication interface of the 
ith computer, which then creates a request signal to the 
controller. The controller captures and examines the 
"destination vector" and then determines if the intended 
receiver(s) is(are) free to receive the message. If the 
receiver(s) is(are) free, · the controller will enable the 
appropriate communication path(s), and will interrupt both 
the "send" communicating computer (sender) and "receive" 
communicating computer(s) (receiver(s)) and start the 
transmission process. If any of the receiver(s) is(are) not 
free, the controller will place the "request" in a pending 
state, and begin the process when possible. If the current 
"request" is pending, the sender will have to wait or 
perhaps do another activity. 
The message transmission between communicating 
computers is a byte by byte action. That is to say, each 
data byte sent by a communicating computer will 
automatically set a "da.ta ready" bit, at the receiving 
computer. If the "data ready" signal is active, the 
receiver(s) accepts the sender's data byte, which 
automatically raises this receiver's "data received" line. 
All the "data received" lines can be read by a sender from a 
"data received vector." The sender polls this vector. When 
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all its receivers have signaled their receipt of the byte, 
the sender proceeds to send the next byte. Thus, this is a 
"handshaking" process. 
A very nice aspect of the implemented communication 
network is that the design allows two processes (sending and 
receiving) to occur concurrently inside one communicating 
computer. This was achieved by combining two software 
modules (send -and receive) inside one interrupt service 
routine, and allowing the program flow to alternate between 
the send and receive modules. For example, if the 
communicating computer is handling a send interrupt when a 
receive interrupt is detected, control will alternately be 
given to processing the send and receive tasks. When the 
shorter of the tasks is completed, all control will be given 
to the remaining task until it is completed: 
One time that a computer will be interrupted 
simultaneously to do sending and receiving is when the 
sender receives the message sent by itself. In this case, 
sending and receiving will be finished at the same time. 
Usually, there exists an order to the arrival of send and 
receive interrupts. Furthermore, the messages to be sent and 
to be received at one communicating computer may not have 
the same length, so the order in which modules (send or 
receive) will finish first becomes uncertain. 
CHAPTER II 
EXORset DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
PIA (Peripheral Interface Adapter) Configuration 
Interface facilities are needed to communicate between 
computers. In this project, a PIA with several additional 
interface hardware circuits acts as the interface facility. 
The PIA contains two nearly identical 8-bit ports: A, 
which is usually an input port; and B, which is usually an 
output port, although both can be used as input or output 
ports (Leventhal 1981). Figure 2-1 shows that each port 
contains the following facilities: 
• A DATA or PERIPHERAL REGISTER that holds either input 
or output data. This register is latched when used for 
output but unlatched when used for input. 
• A DATA DIRECTION REGISTER. The bits in this register 
determine whether the corresponding_ Data Register bits 
are input (0) or output (1). 
• A CONTROL REGISTER that holds the status signals 
required for handshaking and other bits 
logic connections within the PIA. 
• Two CONTROL LINES that are configured by 
registers. These lines can be used for 
signals. CA1 and CA2 belong to A port; 




























Figure 2-1. PIA Configuration. 
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The modes in which the PIA automatically produces a 
pulse on CA2 after an input operation or on CB2 after an 
output operation are called automatic modes. · Control line 2 
can be configured as a strobe for which the automatic pulse 
lasts one cycle. The pulse indicates that the CPU has 
performed an I/O operation (Leventhal 1981). 
To use a PIA for data transmission and for handshaking, 
one can choose the A port of the PIA as an input port and 
the B port of the PIA as an output port (Leventhal 1981). In 
this way, the input/output port (Data Registers) is 
primarily used for a-bit data transmission; the remaining 
control signal lines, for example "data ready" and "data 
received" can be implemented by the control lines (CAl, CA2, 
CBl, and CB2). 
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Interrupt Interface 
This communication system uses the MC6809 interrupt 
line (IRQ*) and the PIA control signal lines to facilitate 
the Interrupt programming scheme. (A label with * is defined 
as an active low signal.) Interrupt signals are given to 
each communicating computer via the PIA control signal lines 
CAl and CBl, which in turn generate the IRQ* signal to the 
CPU as depicted in Figure 2-2. The active low interrupt 
request lines (IRQA* and IRQB*) act to interrupt the CPU 
either directly or through interrupt priority circuitry. 
These interrupt request lines can be tied together in a 
"Wired-Or" configuration. The IRQ* is an active low, wired-
or, level sensitive signal that requests the generation of 
an interrupt sequence by the system master (Motorola 1981). 
once the CPU detects the interrupt request,. it proceeds to 
execute the user specified interrupt service instructions. 
------ ------------I data bus I CRA-7 I CA1 
6809 1<=====/===========>1 _/ I 
I 8 11_1 I port A 
CPU I :IRQA* I CRA I<===/==-== 
I --------'I I 8 
I :IRQ* I 6821 P:IA I 
I<--------* I I port B 
I I :IRQB* I CRB I ====/-===-=> 
I ----------1_1 I 8 
I 
I 
ITie :IRQA* and :IRQB* as 
lshown to :IRQ*, and I 
tdetect on that interrupt.f 
I \ I CB1 
I CRB-7 I 
f Note that P:IA :IRQX* lines can I 
tbe tied together in a wired-ORI 
f fashion. I 
Figure 2-2. _ P:IA :Interrupt :Interface. (Andrews 1982, p. 223) 
CHAPTER III 
HARDWARE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Three components must be considered to construct this 
communication system. These are: (1) circuits over which 
communication can take place; (2) 
to which devices are attached; 
input and output terminals 
and (3) crossbar switches 
which can be "programmed" to interconnect various input and 
output terminals. The communication hardware consists of two 
major modules. They are the communication interface module 
and the controller module. Figure 3-1 illustrates the 
functional block diagram of the communication hardware 
system (Towhidnejad 1986). 
Towhidnejad has contributed the hardware detail design 
and implementation (1986). The_ following information serves 
as a general overview of the hardware functions as well as 
those characteristics directly related to the software 
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1. Provides an interface between communicating computers. 
The interface needs (1) a data buffer to hold the sent 
data steady on the receiver's data lines; (2) control 
lines to and from senders and receivers; (3) "data 
control switches" to interconnect the data lines; and 
(4) "control switches" to interconnect the control 
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U PBO <-data received! u 
#1 P [from CPU #1]1 P #2 




Figure 3-2. Communication Interface. 
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2. Provides an interface between each communicating computer 
and the controller. The interface needs: (1) destination 
information (vector) control lines; (2) request-to-send 
c~ntrol lines; and (3) start-to-send and start-to-receive 
interrupt lines. Figure 3-3 illustrates that portion of 
the hardware which interfaces the communicating computers 
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Figure 3-3. :Interface Between Communicating Computers and 
the Controller. 
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3. Provides address decoding for the PIA registers. This 
MC6809 development system uses "Memory-mapped I/O." 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the addresses for the two PIAs' 
internal registers used in the communication interface 
(also refer to Figure 5-1). 
1 = PIA #1 2 = PIA #2 
(e.g., DRA(1) - Data Regi·ster A of PIA #1. This 
convention will be used throughout the entire the.sis 
except in Appendix B.) 
Addr. (Hex) Name Purpose 
ECFS DRA(1) or DDRA(1) Message data input port 
Data ready input & data 
ECF9 CRA(1) _received signals control 
ECFA DRB(1) or DDRB(1) Message data output port 
Data ready output 
ECFB CRB(1) strobe control 
Data received signal 
ECFC DRA(2) or DDRA(2) vector 
Receive interrupt 
ECFD CRA(2) control 
Destination byte & 
ECFE DRB(2) or DDRB(2) end-of-transmission output 
ECFF CRB(2) 
Send-request output strobe 
& send interrupt control 
Figure 3-4. PIA Registers• Memory Map. 
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4. Provides the following control functions: 
a. detects the send requests. 
b. assigns the priority between requesting computers. 
c. prevents multiple receivings. 
d. grants the permission (by interrupt) to communicate. 
e. closes the data switches and the communication 
control switches when permission is granted. 
f. opens the data switches and the communication 
control switches when the transmission is done. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOFTWARE GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
This chapter contains four sections which describe the 
software of this multi-computer communication system. These 
sections are the data and software specification, the 
software overview, the software functional description, and 
the pseudocode. 
Data and Software Specification 
1. A message shall consist of a header byte, information 
byte(s), and a checksum byte as illustrated in Figure 
4-i. The first byte of the a message shall be the 
"header byte." The last byte of a message shall be the 
"checksum byte." The bytes between the "header byte" 
and the "checksum byte" shall be the "information 
bytes" or text of the message. A message length, "N", 
shall be a maximum of 64 bytes and a minimum of 2 bytes 
(one header byte, no information byte, and 1 checksum 
byte). That is (1 < N < 65). 
Byte 1 , 2, 3, 4, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 63 , 64 
----------------------------------------------------------I header I information bytes I checksum 
----------------------------------------------------------
Fiqure 4-1. Message Fopnat. 
16 
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2. The "header byte" shall consist of two fields as 
illustrated in Figure 4-2. Bits O to 5 of the "header 
byte" shall be utilized as message byte count, and bits 
6 and 7 shall be utilized as a source (sender) 
Identification code (ID). In the case of using only two 
MC6809 microcomputers, only one sender ID bit need be 
utilized; however, the two bits allotted allow for up 
to 4 micro9omputers to be in the communication network. 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
I Sender ID I message byte count 
Figure 4-2. Header Byte. 
3. Each computer in the communication network shall have 
128 bytes of memory reserved for outgoing messages. 
These 128 bytes shall be divided into two 64-byte 
memory blocks, each called a "send buffer." Therefore, 
two messages can be written into these two send 
buffers. 
4. Every computer in the communication network shall have 
512 bytes of memo%)' reserved for incoming messages. 
These 512 bytes shall be divided into eight 64-byte 
memory blocks, each called a "receive buffer." 
Therefore, eight messages can be stored into these 
eight receive buffers. 
18 
5. Every computer in the communication network shall have 
512 bytes of memory reserved for saving the message(s) 
in the receive buffer(s). These 512 bytes shall be 
divided into eight 64-byte memory blocks, each called a 
"save buffer." Therefore, eight messages can be saved 
into these eight save buffers. 
6. A "send" communicating computer shall generate one 
request signal to the controller for each message to be 
sent. A user shall be allowed to command his computer 
to send a maximum of two messages to "receive" 
communicating computer(s). There shall be a menu entry 
of "SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME" and a menu entry of 
"SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME." :In the case of "send 
two messages at a time," the communicating computer 
shall sequence the messages and generate two separate 
send requests to the controller. 
7. Once a send request has been made by a user, it cannot 
be cancelled. A subsequent or second send request shall 
not be allowed by a sender until the first send request 
is serviced. Similarly, a receiver shall accept one 
message completely before accepting another. 
a. Message transmission shall occur one byte at a time. 
Upon the transmission of a message byte, each active 
microcomputer in the network (sender and receiver(s)) 
shall fully handshake before the transmission of 
another byte. 
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9. This software system shall establish a protocol among 
communicating computers and a controller unit. This 
protocol shall be defined as follows: 
a. A sender shall create a message, 
header and checksum, to be sent 
receivers. 
including the 
to a set of 
b. A sender shall request the controller for permission 
to send a message. 
c. The controller shall record the request, without 
acknowledging this request, and shall determine if 
the request can be permitted. 
d. · The sender and the identified receiver(s) shall be 
subsequently serviced (i.e., the sender begins to 
send the message; the receiver begins to accept t _he 
message.) There shall be handshaking or 
acknowledgement between the sender and receiver. 
e. Finally, the sender shall tell the controller when 
it is done sending. 
Software Overview 
Clearly, the total system can "hang-up" if a protocol 
is used which either allows an entire message to be sent 
before receiving any portion of an incoming message or 
allows an entire message to be received before sending any 
portion of another message. Hence, to avoid, the "hang-up," 
concurrent send and receive functions are required. The CPU 
20 
emulates . this concurrent communication process by 
alternating its send and receive modes. 
In this system, a communicating computer can send or 
receive a message within the same time interval. It also can 
do other tasks while it is ~ot engag~d in any send-receive 
process. Therefore, the software execution cycle can be 
divided into four states (phases), namely: a menu state, a 
sending state, a receiving state, and a concurrent sending 
and receiving state. An "operation . flag" is used to 
distinguish between these four states. Figure 4-3 
illustrates the S-R flag held in each processor. Bits <7:4> 
have no meaning. Bits <3:2> define the state of the 
processor. Bits <1:0> define which interrupt occurred first. 
Bit 7 0 
I x I x I x I x I s I R I Si I Ri I 
---------------------------------
s R == 0 0 • menu state ,
0 1 • receiving state ,
1 0 • sending state ,
1 1 • receiving and sending state I 
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Figure 4-4. Software Execution Cyc1e. 
The menu state shown in Figure 4-4 can be further 
subdivided into a "not waiting _for send interrupt" state, 
and a "waiting for send interrupt" state depending upon 
whether a send request has been made. A "send" interrupt 
means that permission for the send request has been 
granted. While in the "not waiting for send interrupt" 
state, only the menu program is being executed. In the 
"waiting for send interrupt" state, the menu program can be 
either running or halted. After the "SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A 
TIME" selection, the menu is running after the send request 
has been made. Aftex- the "SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME" 
selection, the menu program shall be halted if the first 
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send request is pending in the controller. It is important 
to note that the program is always prepared for any incoming 
receive interrupt while in the menu state. 
The sending state shown in Figure 4-4 starts from the 
time a sending computer is interrupted by the controller to 
send the message. During the sending state, the computer is 
actually involved in sending a message to the receiver(s). 
If there is a second valid interrupt, the state is changed 
to concurrent sending and receiving state. When sending is 
finished, the sending state is terminated. 
The receiving state, like the sending state, starts 
from a receive interrupt to the receiving computer. Also 
note that the receiving state implies the computer is only 
executing the receive process. There is exactly one 
interrupt during the whole period of the receiving state. If 
there is a second interrupt, the state is changed to the 
concurrent sending and receiving state. The receiver knows 
when to terminate the receiving process because the sender 
put the message count in the header. When receiving is 
finished, the receiving state is terminated. 
The concurrent state combines both sending and 
receiving in one state. It starts from the time of multiple 
(dissimilar) interrupts. The software does not have two 
different interrupt service routines. There are two modules 
embedded in the Input/Output interrupt service routine which 
can call upon each other when executing interrupt service. 
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The three major data structures used in this software 
system are send buffers, receive buffers, and save buffers. 
These buffers exist in each individual communicating 
computer as described in items 3, 4, and 5 of the 
specification section at the beginning of this chapter. 
There are two send buffers available for a user to 
write a maximum of two messages at a time. A send buffer can 
be busy or not J:>usy. If a send buffer is busy, a new message 
cannot be written into it. However, if a send buffer is not 
busy, the send buffer can be overwritten with a new message. 
The send buffers are called "fixed-use" buffers because of 
certain restrictions imposed on their use. The "fixed-use'' 
means the message in send buff er A must be sent to 
communicating computer #·1, the message in send buffer B must 
be sent to communicating computer #2. If the message in send 
buffer A is to be sent to communicating computer #2, this 
message has to be sent to communicating. computer #1 at the 
same time. The same restriction also applies to send 
buffer B. 
There are eight receive buffers allocated for rapid 
reception of incoming messages from the sender. The program 
searches through STSREG (Figure 5-5), which indicates the 
availability of each receive buffer, to see which one is 
available. The available receive buffer may not be the next 
consecutive memory buffer, because the user is allowed to 
delete any buffer. Whenever a buffer's message is deleted, 
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this buffer's space becomes available. In this way, the 
users can determine where the incoming message is to be 
stored. When the receive buffers are full, the user is 
prompted to delete one of the buffers, and the incoming 
message will be stored into the deleted buffer. 
There are eight save buffers allocated for storage of a 
message from a receive buffer. The message in the save 
buffer is stored in a circular-queue manner. That is, the 
first incoming message will be stored in the first save 
buffer. The next message will be subsequently stored in the 
next save buffer. If eight save buffers contain messages, 
the cycle will be repeated. A user can reload the previous 
oldest message in the queue back to a receive buffer to make 
a save buffer available. 
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Software Functional Description 
The software consists of a main program, which includes 
a set of subroutines and an interrupt service routine. Both 
the main program and the interrupt service routine are 
further divided into procedures pe+forming specific 
functions. The software is organized in the following main 
program and interrupt service routine functions: 
Main Program (Menu State) 
The main program performs the following functions to 
verify the system via manual user interaction: 
1. Initializes all system parameters which are necessary 
to . be set up before starting the menu program so that 
the system will function properly. These include send 
buffer flag and data initialization, interrupt vector 
initialization, PIA input/output confiquration, the 
controller busy, and pending flags initialization. 
2. Provides options for a user to "write a message" into 
one or two send buffers. Tbis· includes accepting 
message characters from the keypad and setting the 
header and checksum of the message. 
3. Provides options for a user to "send a message" to one 
receiver or to two receivers, one message or two 
messages in sequence. The program then generates the 
"destination byte" which causes the PIA to generate the 
"sending request" signal to the controller. 
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4. Provides options for a user to "display a message" 
which has been received and stored in a receive buffer. 
s. Provides a means for a user to move or "save" a message 
from a receive buffer to a save buffer. 
6. Provides a means for a-user to ·"delete a message" in a 
receive buffer. 
7. Provides a means for a user to move or "reload" an 
"oldest message" from a save buffer back to a receive 
buffer. "Reloading" opens a save buffer. This is 
functionally equivalent to deleting the oldest save 
buffer message. 
Interrupt Service Routine (Polling) 
The main functions of the interrupt polling and error 
handler are described as follows: 
1. Determines the interrupt source. If the interrupt 
source is a receive interrupt from the controller, then 
the program goes to the receiving message module. If 
the interrupt source is a send interrupt from the 
controller, then the program goes to the sending 
message module. 
2. Identifies the interrupt source as either a send 
interrupt or a receive interrupt. If it is not a send 
or a receive interrupt, the program abandons the entire 
process and reinitializes this one computer without 
regard for the rest of the system. 
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3. Detects and handles the possible occurrence of a send 
interrupt during the menu state whi1~e no "Sending 
request" is made. In this event, this one computer is 
automatically reinitialized. 
4. Handles two sporadic error conditions. These include a 
send interrupt rt·.i:>i::cnr.r1ng whi1e the._program is executing 
a send interrupt service, and alsp: a . receive interrupt 
occurring while the program is executing a receive 
interrupt service. At one time, a maximum of two 
dissimilar interrupts are acceptable. Whenever a third 
interrupt occurs, this may be a contro1ier error and 
the program will return to .its initial.iz{ation. 
The receiving message module per£orms the following 
"input" functions: 
1. Detects the possible error condition of a second 
receive interrupt. 
2. Sets up the operation £1ag. 
3. Enables the CPU to a.1.1ow . another _~terrupt to occur, 
which must be a send interrupt .• 
4. Gets an available receive buffer's address. The 
receiving process may be impeded due to lack of a 
receive buffer and slow response of the user, but this 
computer's sending process is still continued, even 
though .the. computer ··sending .. to this computer is idled. 
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The program sets up the buffer's pointer for incoming 
message. 
s. Checks if data (message byte) is ready. 
6. Receives a message byte if the data is ready and raises 
the "data received" signal. 
7. Checks the operation flag to determine if sending is 
necessary. 
s. Determines if the entire message has been received. If 
so, the program proceeds to the next function. If not, 
it repeats s, 6, 7, s. 
-
9. Updates the operation flag, enables interrupt, and 
makes "where/whether to return or jump" decision. Then, 
executes a jump to the sending state or a return to the 
menu or sending state. 
Sending Service Routine 
The sending message module performs the following 
"output" functions: 
1. Detects the possible error condition of a second send 
interrupt. 
2. Sets up the operation flag. 
3. Sets up the message . count and the buffer's pointer for 
an outgoing message. 
4. Enables the CPU to allow another interrupt, which must 
be a receive interrupt. 
5. Sends message one byte at a time and raises the "data 
ready" signal for each byte sent. 
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6. Checks the operation flag to determine if receiving is 
necessary. 
7. Checks if data (message byte) is received by every 
receiver. If not, function 5 is prohibited. 
a. Determines if the whole message has been sent. If so, 
proceed to the next function. If not, it repeats 5, 6, 
7 I 8 • 
9. Updates the operation flag and send buffer flag, 
.enables interrupt, and makes "where/whether to return 
or jump" decision. Informs the controller immediately, 
if the "message transmission" is done, before executing 
a jump to the receiving state or a return to the menu 
or receiving state. 
Interrupt Service Routine (Concurrent State) 
The concurrent state can be described.as follows: 
1. Entry points to concurrent state: A second interrupt 
occurs after the program has begun to handle the first 
interrupt. The program then enters a concurrent state. 
Entry to this concurrent state can occur from either 
the sending or the receiving module. Note that the 
second interrupt must be dissimilar from the first. If 
the first interrupt was a "receive" and the second a 
"send,~ then control is passed to function 2A; if 
however, the first interrupt was a "send" and the 
second a "receive," then control is given to function 
2B. 
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2A. Receive-and-then-send state: Having received a "send" 
interrupt while active in the "receive" module, the 
program immediately jumps to the "send" module where a 
"sending active" bit is set. Note that both "sending 
active" and "receiving active" bits are set in the 
operation flag at this point. The sending message 
module then sends a byte and returns to the receiving 
message module. Now back in "receive," a byte is 
received and subsequently the send module is called_ to 
send another byte. This alternation of control between 
send and receive continues until either "send" or 
"receive" action has been completed at which time the 
concurrent state is exited. 
2B. Send-and-then-receive state: This is exactly the same 
as 2A, except that the roles of send and receive are 
switched. 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 illustrate this concurrency between 
"sending" and "receiving" modules. 
Interrupt Service Routine 
Send 
Interrupt ---------------, ----------1 Polling routinel---------- 1 
I 1 --------------- 31 V A V 
---------------- I I Sending module I I I Receiving module I 
1----------------1 I 1------------------1 
I Set Send I !Receive I Set Receive I 
I Mode I !Interrupt I Mode I 







I CKRCPT Sub 
I I 
1----------------1 I . I 
1----------------1 
I Done I 






----------------> I CKRADY Sub I 
<---------------- I I 
Return 1------------------1 
7 I I 
1------------------1 I Done I 
I Receiving I 
Figure 4-5. Concurrent Send-and-then-receive Function. 
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This section describes the main program and interrupt 
service routine via pseudocode. A more detailed pseudocode 
description using a Pascal-like language is in Appendix A. 
Main Program 
Steps 
MO. System initialization. 
M1. Displays the qeneral menu which contains the six major 
sub-menu selections! 
M2. Displays the option in the Sub-Menu which is selected 
•• by the user from the General Menu. 
M3. Performs the task in response to the user's selection 
from a Sub-Menu. For instance, if the user chooses to 
"display the message in receive buffer 1" from the 
"DISPLAY A MESSAGE MENU", an M3 program will generate 
the display.·if the user chooses to send a message to a 
receiver, an M3 program will generate the "destination 
• information (vector)". 
* M4. Returns to step Ml after completing each Menu service. 
* Steps M1 through M4 are continuously executed except when 
an interrupt occurs. At that interrupting moment, the 
computer interrupt hardware automatically saves the return 
address and qoes to the interrupt service routine (step 
:t1) • 
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Interrupt Service Routine 
Steps 
I1. The Polling and Error Handler module determines if the 
current interrupt is a receive interrupt. If so, it 
then proceeds to step I3. If it is a send interrupt, it 
then proceeds to step IS. Otherwise, it is an error 
interrupt and will go to the next step. 
I2. The error Handler displays the appropriate error 
condition on the screen and returns to step MO. 
I3. Receiving Message Module receives one byte of message 
. . * if the data is ready. 
I4. Further, the receiving message module determines if the 
sending flag (S flag) is active. If so, it then goes to 
step I7. Ifs - is inactive, it then determines whether 
the entire message has been received. If yes, it then 
returns to the main program at the point of interrupt. 
If the entire message has not been received, the 
• receiving message module proceeds to step I3. 
* Steps I3 and I4 are continuously executed except when 
another interrupt occurs. At that moment, the program 
branches to I1. However, if a duplicate interrupt happens, 
the module will report it to the Error Handler. 
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IS. The Sending message module sends a message byte if the 
. * previous bytes have been received. 
I6. Further, the sending message module determines if the 
operation flag's R bit is active or not. If R is 
active, then goes to step I7, else checks if the whole 
message has been sent. If yes, returns to the main 
program at the point of interrupt, 
* IS. 
else goes to step 
I7. Concurrent send and receive state. Both send and 
receive are active. Continue to send and receive via 
either this two-step sequence: 
1. Sending message module. (steps IS and I6) 
2. Call receiving message module. (steps I3 and I4) 
or the other two-step sequence: 
1. Receiving message module. (steps I3 and I4) 
2. Call sending message module. (steps IS and I6) 
In the first sequence, "send" is the initiating module. 
In the second sequence, "receive" is the initiating 
module. If the send function finishes first, go to· step 
I3; if the receive function finishes first, go to step 
IS. 
* Steps XS and I6 are continuously executed except when an 
interrupt occurs. At that moment, the program branches to 
I1. However, if a duplicate interrupt happens, the module 
wil1 report it to the Error Handler. 
CHAPTER V 
SOFTWARE DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
This chapter describes the multi-computer communication 
system's software. The four major functions (each state 
represents one major function) described in Chapter IV are 
expanded to the modular level. 
System Initialization Module 
The system initialization includes 4 major parts, they 
are: (1) control flags and data initialization; (2) 
input/output interfacing initialization; (3) user-specified 
interrupt vector initialization; and (4) hardware 
miscellaneous initialization. 
Control Flags and Data Initialization 
The first function of the . software is to initialize the 
send counter, receive counter, operation flag, send buffer 
flag, status register, etc. The user stack pointer (U) is 
set to 9000. The hardware stack pointer (S) is set to 1FOO. 
Input/output Interfacing Intia1ization 
The Input/output device used in this design is the 
Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA). The first PIA (PIA#1) is 
primarily used for data transmission and control signal 
handshaking (between communicating computers). The second 
PIA (PIA#2) is primarily used for control signal handshaking 
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(interfacing) with the controller. The PIA operating mode 
initialization, illustrated in Figure 5-1, is described as 
follows (Leventhal 1981): 
1. Address the Data Direction Registers (DORA or DDRB) by 
clearing bit2 of each Control Register. 
2. Load the appropriate combinations of O's (for inputs) 
and l's (for outputs) into the Data Direction Registers 
such that A port of PIA#l and PIA#2 (DRA(1) and DRA(2)) 
are input, and B port of PIA#l and PIA#2 (DRB(l) and 
DRB(2)) are output. (i.e., 11 00 11 (Hex.) into DORA of 
PIA#l and DORA of PIA#l; "FF" (Hex.) into DDRB of PIA#l 
and DDRB of PIA#2). 
3. Load 11 00 11 into bit positions o and 1 of the control 
register of A port of PIA#1 such that CAl of PIA#l 
indicates the "data ready" status. 
4. Load 11 101 11 into bit positions 3, 4, and 5 of the 
control register of A port of PIA#l such that CA2 of 
PIA#l is an "automatic input (Read) strobe" which 
indicates a "data received" status. 
5. Load "101 11 into bit positions 3, 4, and 5 
control register of B port of PIA#l such that 
PIA#l is an automatic output (write) strobe 




6. Load "Ol" into bit positions O a)'.ld 1 of the control 
register of A port of PIA#2 such that CAl becomes an 
interrupt input which sets the Interrupt flag CRA(2)-7 
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to 1 and the CPU interrupt request IRQA* to low, when 
the computer receives a "receive interrupt". 
7. Load "01" into bi"t positions o, and 1 of B port of 
PIA#2 such that CB1 becomes an interrupt input which 
sets the interrupt flag CRB(2)-7 to 1 and the CPU 
interrupt request IRQB* goes low, when the computer 
receives a "send interrupt". 
8. Load "101 '" into bit positions 3, 4, and 5 of 
control register of B port of PIA#2 such that CB2 




indicates a "request for sending" status. This CB2 line 
will go low after a CPU write "B" data register 
operation. 
9. Address the Data Registers by setting bit 2 of each 
Control Register to 1. Then, the PIA 1nitialization is 
complete. 
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Communicating Computer # 1 (CCl) 
------------------------------------ Data ready 
PIA#l CAl <----(from CCl or CC2) 
----------------------- Data received 
CRA(l) IX IX 11 IO 11 IX IO IO I CA2 ---->(from CCl) 
DDRA(l) IO IO IO IO IO IO IO IO I 
Data in 
DRA(l) IX IX IX IX IX IX IX IX I <=/==(from CCl or CC2) 
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DRB(l) IX IX IX IX IX IX IX IX I 
DDRB(l) 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 I 
Data out 
===\=>(to CCl or CC2) 
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----------------------- Data ready 
CRB(1) IX IX 11 IO 11 IX IX IX I CB2 ---->(to CC1 or CC2) 
CB1 Not used 
------------------------------------ Receive interrupt 
PIA#2 CA1 <----from controller 
CRA(2) IX IX IX IX IX IX IO 11 I CA2 Not used 
DORA C 2 ) I o I o I o I o I o I o ·I o I o I 
DRA(2) IX IX IX IX IX IX IX IX I 
DRB(2) IX IX IX IX IX IX IX IX I 
DDRB(2) 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 I 








----------------------- Request for sending 
CRB(2) IX IX 11 IO 11 IX IO 11 I CB2 ---->to controller 
----------------------- Send interrupt 
CB1 <----from controller 
-----------------------------------
Fiqure 5-1. PIA Interface Initialization. 
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User-specified Interrupt Vector Initialization 
In this interrupt system, there are two interrupt lines 
for each communicating computer: a send interrupt and a 
receive interrupt. The interrupt lines get the attention of 
the computer through the CA1 and CB1 of a particular PIA. 





load time of the program, the starting address 




2. At software initialization, the address of the last 
byte of the user-specified interrupt vector table is 
loaded into locations E72E and E72F (Motorola 1980). 
Hardware Miscellaneous Initialization 
The hardware miscellaneous initialization is described 
below: 
1. Write a dummy destination byte containing all zeros 
into the busy flag in the controller via PIA#2. 
2. Clear the interrupt flags 6 CRA(2)-7 and CRB(2)-7, by 
reading their corresponding data register, DRA(2) and 
DRB(2). 
3. Clear the "data ready" status, CRA(1)-7, by reading the 
corresponding data register, DRA(1). 
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Write a Message Menu Module 
A user needs to write a message into a send buffer, 
before one can send a message. There are exactly two 64-byte 
send buffers (Buffer A and Buffer B) available for message 
writing. These send buffers are fixed-use buffers. Figure 5-
- . 
2 illustrates the allowed use of these send buffers. Buffer 
A cannot be used to send a message to destination 2 (CC2) 
unless it is also used to send a message to destination 1 
(CC1). Similarly~ Buffer B cannot be u~ed to send a message 
to destination 1 (CC1) unless its message is also sent to 
destination 2 (CC2) • 
(Possible Destinations) 
CC1 CC2 CC1 & CC2 
Buff er A Yes No Yes 
Buff er B No Yes Yes 
Figure 5-2. Fixed-use Send Buffers. 
There are three options offered in the "write a 
message" menu: 
1. Write a message to be sent to CC1, or to CC1 and CC2, 
into Buffer A. 
2. Write a message to be sent to CC2, or to CC2 and CC1, 
into Buffer B. 
3. Write a message into a receive buffer to be used for 
testing purposes. 
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The subsequent action of the "write a message" menu is 
to provide the corresponding pointer for the buffer and 
calculate the message length (character count), create the 
header bytes, create the checksum byte, and set the buffer-
not-empty f1ag (B2, B3) to 1, indicating the send buffer is 
not empty. 
If a send buffer has been written a message, before or 
after the send buffer's message has been sent, the user is 
a11owed to rewrite a new message into the buffer. 
The related send buffer flag (BUFLAG) and their 
meanings are defined in detail in Figure 5-3. 
Bit 7 0 
I B3 I B2 I Bl I BO I 
B3 B2 Bl BO 
0 0 0 0 . . 
0 1 0 0 : 
0 1 ·o 1 . . 
1 0 0 0 • . 
1 0 1 0 • • 
1 1 0 0 • . 
1 1 1 0 . . 
Note: 
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Send Buff er A busy flag 
Send Buff er B busy flag 
Send Buff er A not empty flag 
Send Buff er B not empty flag 
Bit 7 to Bit 4 unassigned 
Both buffers not busy; 
Both buffers empty. 
Both buffers not busy; 
Buff er A not empty; 
Buff er B empty. 
Buffer A not empty but busy; 
Buff er B empty and not busy. 
Both buffers not busy; 
Buffer A empty; 
Buffer B not empty. 
Buff er A empty and not busy; 
Buff er B not empty but busy; 
Both buffers not busy; 
Both buffers not empty. 
Buffer B busy; 
Buffer A not busy; 
Both buffers not empty. 
1. "Busy" means a send buffer message is in the process of 
message transmission. This process starts from the time a 
SEND REQUEST is made, and ends up with the completion of 
the message transmission. 
2. The above send buffer flag's combinations illustrate the 
possible uses of the send buffers. Any other combination 
not listed is prohibited. 
Figure 5-3. Send Buffer Flag. 
Send a Message Menu Module 
The "send a message" menu is displayed as follows: 
11 (1) SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME, 
(2) SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME." 
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A "one message" response, displays the "send a message" 
menu 1, 2, 5, 6 ("first group"). 
A "two messages" response, displays the "send a 
message" menu 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, A, B, c. ("second group"). 
Although there are 12 total options (see Appendix . A), 
there are only five types of send options: 
1. Send one message (from either "send buffer" A or B) to 
one destination or two destinations (CC1, CC2, or 
CC1&2). 
2. Send one message to one destination (CC1 or CC2) and 
then send another message to another destination 
or CC1). 
(CC2 
3. Send one message (message from "send buffer" A or B) to 
one destination (CC1 or CC2 respectively) and then a 
second message to two destinations (CC2&1 or CC1&2). 
4. Send one message to two destinations and then a second 
message to one destination. 
5. Send one message to two destinations and then send a 
second message to the same two destinations. 
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Because of the complexity of the "send a message" menu, 
it is structured as a module which frequently calls a 
subroutine (SNDREQ; send request). The "send a message" menu 
* module separates different buffer/destination options and 
groups them either into the one message send mode or the two 
message send mode, and generates the BUFDES (which buffer to 
use, which destination to send) information to be utilized 
by the SNDREQ subroutine. The subsequent actions taken - by 
the SNDREQ subroutine are to set the send buffer busy flag, 
to determine appropriate destination information and to 
generate a send request to the controller. If a selection is 
in the "first group," then the module is completed,· but if 
it is in the "second group," the program execution stops 
until the first message transmission is completed. 
* Our fingers are not fast enough to touch a key to command 
the computer to make the almost simultaneous "send 
requests" to the controller. :If one is to clearly 
demonstrate concurrent sending and receiving operations, 
it is necessary to disable interrupts after one starts to 
respond to the various menu driven responses _for "sending 
a message". This will allow the controller to recognize 
there are concurrent requests. 
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The computer's "SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME" option 
represents a situation where two messages in a communication 
network are pending for sending. A queue of buffers (one for 
each message) is needed to facilitate this situation. This 
feature was provided to illustrate concurrent operations 
with as heavy a load as easily possible. 
In this project, the user must request a buffer for each 
message. Only two buffers are available; thus, only two 
messages can be queued. This program employs an "up-front 
solicitation of the number of messages to be sent" approach. 
It gives front-end priority to the collection of the 
messages. Concisely viewed, this system's "one message" mode 
and "two messages" modeia-~ the two basic send states of 
this communication network. 
Display ~ Message Menu Module 
Once the "display a message" menu is selected, the 
program determines which receive buffers alrea:J ·/ have 
messages and displays their buffer numbers on the screen. 
The user then selects the des.ired buffer number. Then, the 
message ID (where the'11\e~sage comes from) and the whole 
message will be displayed. The send buffer's message also 
can be displayed before and after a message transmission. 
Save ~ Message Menu Module 
A user may want t~ save a message of a receive buffer 
before they delete the. lllessage from the receive buffer. This 
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menu allows for this action by transfering a message in a 
receive buffer to one of eight save buffers. The sequence of 
the save buffers is arranged in a circular-queue manner. The 
first message in will be the first "reloaded" out to a 
receive buffer. 
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The program provides for "queue empty" and 
"queue full" states. If all save buffers are filled with 
messages and no more buffers are available, the "save a 
message menu" program is in the queue full. state. Otherwise, 
if the messages in the save buffers are al.l. reloaded back to 
receive buffers, or del.eted, the program is in the queue 
empty state. 
Delete ~ Message Menu Module 
A "detete", an option offered in the qeneral menu, 
allows the user to discard unwanted messages and to clear 
their receive buffers for future messages. Messages in the 
receive buffers are cleared and the buffer's space becomes 
available. 
Reload ~ Message Menu Module 
The basic function of a save buffer is to save a 
message from a receive buffer. There are no options for the 
message in the save buffer to be displayed. A message can 
be reloaded back to a receive buffer so this message can be 
displayed again. Then the save : buffer's space becomes 
available. Therefore, any message in the save buffers is 
deleted by using the "reload" option. 
Interrupt Polling And Error Handler Module 




1. The source of subsequent interrupts by polling unique 
interrupt flags CRA(2)-7 or CRB(2)-7 for each 
interrupt. 
2. The priority between send and receive interrupts when 
received simultaneously. 
3. Error conditions and control. 
When two identical interrupts (send and send, or 
receive and receive) arrive in the controller in sequence 
before the first is completely serviced, an error situation 
occurs. Both interrupts will be lost since the error 
situation will cause the program to reinitialize after 
displaying an error message. 
When two dissimilar inte~rupts arrive in the 
communicating computer's CPU simultaneously, the receive 
interrupt will be recognized first. Ultimately both 
interrupts must be satisfied. This simultaneous receipt of 
dissimilar interrupts arises since the controller (ns) is 
faster than a communicating computer (us). In this case, the 
receive interrupt is recognized before the send interrupt. 
However, since interrupts are enabled after the source is 
determined but before service is complete, 
first interrupt serviced. 
Sending Message Module 
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"sending" is the 
Whenever the main program or receiving message module 
is interrupted by a send interrupt, the sending message 
module starts its function. The sending message module 
proceeds with setting: (1) the "pointer" to the starting 
address of a send buffer; (2) the number of message bytes in 
the "send counter" to zero; and (3) the "send active" flag 
shown in Figure 4-3. The interrupt is enabled after these 
items have been set, but before any message byte has been 
sent. 
The actual send function starts with sending the first 
byte of the message (header) to the output port and raising 
the "data ready" signal at that time. The send module 
proceeds to check the operation flag's status. The operation 
flag indicates to the sending message module whether 
"receiving" is active, and if so, in what manner. There are 
two possible ways that "receiving" can be active: 
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(i) "Receiving" was the initiating module (the first to 
become active). 
(ii) "Sending" was the initiating module, and the 
"receiving" was the second to become active. 
In case ( i) I it is always true that control was passed 
to "sending" by an "interrupt" or "JSR" command. 
Accordingly, "sending" must return control to "receiving" by 
a "RTI" or "RTS" command respectively1: 
In case (ii), "sending" was the first module to bec-ome 
active and since "receiving" is active, 
** "receiving" by a "JSR" command. 
"sending" must call 
* Because there are two situations (RTI and RTS) governing 
control, a self-modifying segment of code was used to 
make the program structure clean and concise. The 
following segment of code is used for both "RTI" and 
"RTS" by using a "LDA" command. The operand of the "LDA" 
command will be stored in "NOP" after the first pass 
through the segment of codes. Thus, "RTI" will not be 
executed more than once. -
Label Opcode Operand Comment 
RETURN NOP 
LDA #$39 39 == RTS 
STA •-3 
RTI 
** As wi11 be discussed in the receiving message module 
description, it can happen in exceptiona1 cases that the 
receiving modu1e i~ in a "wait" state. In this "wait" 
state, al1 receive buffers are fu11 of messages, and a 
new message cannot be accepted unti1 a receive buffer is 
made avai1ab1e. As such, "sending" does not ca11 
"receiving" (CKRADY) direct1y, but instead ca11s a 
"buffer checking subroutine" (EMGNCY) (see Appendix B) 
to hand1e this case. Self-modifying code is used to alter 
the "JSR" statement by changing its address operand from 
"CKRADY" to "EMGNCY". 
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In either case, "call" or "return", the action of 
checking the "data received" signal(s) from the receiver(s) 
(CKRCPT) will always follow the action of "call" or 
"return." If the sending module has not received a "data 
received" signal from every receiver, it will continue to 
check the "operation flag" and continue the actions 
described above instead of sending the next byte. If the 
sending message module has received a "data received" signal 
from every receiver, then it sends the next byte of the 
message and continues the receive/test action described 
above. The basic sending sequence (normal case), which is 
shown on a flowchart in Figure 5-4, is summarized below: 
(1) Send a byte. 
(2) Decides "Return," "Call," or "None" 
call). If "None," goes to step (4). 
(no return, no 
(3) Calls "receiving" or returns to "receiving". 
(4) Checks "data received" (CKRCPT); If not received, 




(5) Is sending done? If yes, goes to post-send process 
(sending done). Otherwise, goes to step (1). 
This sending action loop will be terminated once the 
sending message module detects that the message has been 
completely received by the receiver(s). The send module then 
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sends an all-zero byte to the controller to report that 
message transmi~sion has been completed. 
Completing a send function does not imply the interrupt 
service routine is terminated. For the interrupt service 
routine to be finished, both the send and the receive modes 
must be completed. For a computer that is only sending a 
message, the interrupt service routine will be completed 
upon completion of the send mode; however, the computer that 
is both in send and receive modes must wait until both 
actions are completed before the main program can be 
reactivated. Future referral to the sending message or 
receiving message module completion will be called "Good 
bye 1 " •. 
If the receiving process is still incomplete, the 
sending message module says "Good bye" (i.e., it prompts: 
MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE), and control will be transferred 
to the receiving message module either by a return or by a 
jump. If no receiving process is needed, the sending message 
module says "Good bye!" and returns to the main program 





















Fiqure 5-4. Sending and Receiving Modules Flowchart. 
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Receiving Message Module 
Whenever the main program or the sending message module 
is interrupted by a receive interrupt and the receiving 
message module starts its function. At this point, the 
"receive active" flag (Figure 4-3) is set to active state, 
then the interrupt is enabled. After the interrupt is 
enabled, but prior to the first message byte receipt, the 
"set pointer" action is accomplished. To set the pointe-r, 
the receiving module calls the "GETADD" subroutine to get an 
available receive buffer's starting address. Normally, a 
receive buffer is available, but it can happen that all 
existing receive buffers are currently full. :If this 
happens, the user is prompted to make a receive buffer 
available by deleting its present contents (emergency 
delete). :If the user ignores this prompt, the receiving 
message process ·is inhibited and waits until a receive 
buffer becomes available. :In this case, if "sending" is 
active, then control is given to "sending" and periodically 
returns to "receiving" to see if a receive buffer has been 
made available. :If the ~ser acts on the prompt, then the 
user specified receive buffer is cleared and the pointer is 
set to the starting address of that receive buffer. 
:If, the normal EXORset keyboard interface subroutine 
(X:INCHN) (wait for and accept input of one character from 
the system keyboard) were utilized (Motorola 1980), then the 
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sending module would not execute, since the EXORset keyboard 
subroutine would keep interrupts disabled while polling the 
keyboard waiting for user entry. The normal EXORset keyboard 
interface subroutine is not used, and a special subroutine, 
XINCHA (Appendix A) has been generated to alternate keyboard 
entry sampling with the sending of message bytes. 
The actual receive function starts with checking if the 
header byte is ready or not. The program keeps checking 
"data ready" until the header byte is ready. It then accepts 
this header byte and sets the receive counter accordingly. 
The number of receiving action loop iterations is determined 
by the message byte count. 
The loop starts by checking the ready status of the 
data byte. If the data byte is ready on the input port, the 
receiving module immediately receives the data byte. The PIA 
interface automatically raises the "data received" signal. 
The receiving message module proceeds to check the operation 
status (check status). If new data is not ready, the 
receiving module simply skips the "receive data byte" action 
and proceeds to check the operation flag's status. The 
operation flag indicates to the receiving message module 
whether "sending" is active, and if so, in what manner. 
There are two possible ways that "sending" can be active: 
(i) "Sending" was the initiating module (the first to 
become active). 
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(ii) "Receiving" was the initiating module, and the 
"sending" was the second to become active. 
In case (i), it is always true that control was passed 
to "receiving" by an "interrupt" or "JSR" command. 
Accordingly, "receiving" must return control to "sending" by 
. * a "RTI" or "RTS" command respectively. 
In case (ii), "receiving" was the first module to 
become active and since the "sending" is active (where more 
bytes must be sent), "receiving" must call "sending" by -a 
"JSR" command. 
However, independent of "call" or "return," the action 
after "call" or "return" is always checked to determine if 
the data is ready or not (CKRADY); i.e., the loop starts 
again from the beginning. The basic receiving sequence which 
is shown on the flowchart in Figure 5-4 is summarized below: 
(l) Checks "data ready" (CKRADY). If ready, goes to next 
step; if not, skips next two steps. 
(2) Receives a byte. 
(3) Is receiving done? If yes, goes to post-receive process 
(receiving done). Otherwise, goes to next step. 
(4) Decides "Return," "Call," or "None" (no return, no 
call). If "None", goes to step (l). 
(5) Calls "sending" or returns to "sending". 
(6) Goes to step (l). 
* Note that analogously to the sending message module, a 
self-modifying segment of codes is used for both "RTI" and 
"RTS" selection. 
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Completing a receive function does not imply the 
interrupt service is terminated. If the sending process is 
still incomplete, the receiving message module says "Good 
bye" (i.e., it prompts: MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE), and the 
control will be transferred to the sending message module 
either by a return or by a jump. If there is no sending 
process needed, the receiving message module says "Good 
bye!" and returns back to the main program, where it was 
interrupted. 
Get An Receive Buffer Address Subroutine (GETADD) 
This subroutine is used both in the main program and 
the int_errupt service routine. The GETADD subroutine 
searches through STSREG, which indicates the availability 
of each receive buffer (Figure 5-5), to see which one is 
available. There are eight receive buffers (Receive Buffers 
o through 7) allocated for rapid reception of incoming 
messages from the sender. 
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I I I 
I I l_Receive Buff er 7 available flag 
I I 
I I Receive Buff er 6 available flag 
I I 
I J .Recaive .Buff er 5 available flag 
I I 
I I 'Receive Buff er 4 available flag 
I 
I Recaive Buff er 3 available flag 
Receive Buff er 2 available flag 
Receive Buff er 1 available flag 
Receive Buff er 0 available flag 
Note: 
"Available" means a receive .bu.f..fer does not have a message. 
If the flag is 1, the buffer .is ·not available. 
Figure 5-5. Receive Buffers Status Register (STSREG). 
Concurrent Sending And Receiving Message Function 
The concurrent sending and . receiving message function 
combines the sending module and receiving module of the 
previous two sections. The concurrent function can then be 
described by the fD.1lowing .fc;nnnlas: 
A concurrent B~nd-and-'then--xeceive function 
= a sending message module + call CKRADY subroutine 
A concurrent receive-and-then-send function 
~ a receiving Dessage module + call CKRCPT subroutine 
The precedinq· ·sections pi:o'7ide a detailed description 
of the sending modu1e and -the ::receiving module. 
CHAPTER VI 
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
Software verification - is a continuous effort. The 
purpose is to test the two communication programs "CC1A12" 
and "CC2A12" (i.e., one for communicating computer #1, and 
another for communicating computer #2, both were last 
updated on April 12, 1986). With the help of the following 
facilities and test programs, the system functions are 
monitored and verified: 
1. EXORbug and EXORset system. 
2. PIA test program (PIATEST). 
3. Controller test program (COTEST). 
4. A communication interface hardware circuit. 
s. Two communication programs (i.e., for CC1 and CC2). 
6. A test set-consisting of an EXORset compatible bus 
connector, power supply connectors and breadboards 
(Towhidnejad 1986). Hardware equipment was used to 
manually test the PIA interface before inserting it to 
a computer's slot. 
7. A HEATHKIT digital design experimenter. 





The purpose of the PIA test program is for verifying 
PIA addressing and for testing the proper functions of the 
communication interface hardware. The purpose of the 
controller test program is to test the proper function of 
the controller hardware. These testing programs have been 
useful for debugging, when it was difficult to determine 
whether an error existed in the hardware or software. 
The hardware and software for this multi-computer 
communication system allows one computer to interface to the 
controller and send test messages to itself. This feature is 
used for testing and illustrating the full range of 
concurrent send and receive capability under system control. 
The communication software, "CC1A12" or "CC2A12", which 
contains a menu-driven main program and an interrupt-driven 
service routine was tested in the following sequence: 
1.· The main program menus, i.e. , "Write" , "Send" , 
"Display", "·Save", "Delete", and "Reload" are tested 
without the hardware facility. For example, the "Write 
a Test Message into a Receive Buffer" option of the 
"Write a Message Menu" provides a way to test the data 
structure function of the receive buffers. 
2. The interrupt service routine is tested with the 
communication interface hardware circuit which has data 
switches and communication control switches, plus send 
and receive interrupt input pins. At this testing 
stage, the controller is not used. The proper functions 
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of the interrupt service routine, which includes 
sending and receiving modules, are tested with a 
simulated "receive" or "send" interrupt manually 
qenerated by a debounced HEATHKIT switch. 
3. The communication software is tested with the 
controller to control the network switching rather than 
by hand switching. After this step is complete, the 
entire system (central control unit and communication 
control software) is verified. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this project was to investigate high 
speed communication between microcomputers. This goal was 
realized by designing and implementing sophisticated 
interrupt driven software to manage communications in a 
dedicated hardware controller environment. 
Generally speaking, the implemented system can be 
described as consisting of both "multiple interrupt" 
software and a fast-decision making dedicated controller, 
capable of performing duplex message communications. It can 
also be classified as a distributed intelligent computer 
system with centralized network control. 
The multi-computer system, provides computer controlled 
message transmission from each sender. When a sender wants 
to send a message to a receiver, ·as long as the receiver is 
not busy, the receiver can be activated to receive. Message 
transmission in the system is performed in 8-bit parallel 
mode, with one 8-bit byte transmitted per cycle. Two 
handshaking signals, "data ready" and "data received", are 
used to facilitate the transmission of each message 
character. With handshaking, any timing differences between 
two active, unsynchronized microcomputers can be effectively 
ignored. In the handshaking scheme, two Peripheral Interface 
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Adapters (PIAs) are used in each communication interface of 
the system. PIA#l of the communication interface deals with 
communication between computers. PIA#2 of the communication 
interface primarily deals with interfacing to the 
controller. 
The design allows sending and receiving to occur 
concurrently within one communicating computer. Concurrency 
occurs since the handshaking signals are alternately sampled 
at both the sender computer and the receiver computer(s). 
If the sending message module detects that a message byte 
has not yet been received, the sending module can branch to 
the receiving module. In the same way, if the receiving 
module detects that a message byte has not yet been 
provided, the receiving module can branch to the sending 
module. 
The concurrent sending and receiving capability of the 
software not only provides for mutual transmission between 
sender and receiver, but also guarantees non-blocking 
communication. The benefits of system concurrency are not 
truely visible to the user; the user only notices that 
his/her message has been sent or received as desired. 
Concurrency becomes apparent when long messages are being 
transmitted simultaneously between two users. Thus, the 
users experience a virtual machine each believing that he 
alone is engaged in transmission, while in fact, there may 
be other users transmitting concurrently. 
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The system also possess an ability known as 
"broadcasting". Broadcasting allows a computer to send a 
message to any number of receivers simultaneously. This 
attractive feature is highlighted by the ability of a third 
party to concurrently send a message to the broadcasting 
computer. 
The software consists of two distinct portions. The 
user-interface (menu-driven ·main program) deals with the 
screen display and keyboard. The machine-interface 
(interrupt service routine) deals with requests to the 
controller and handshaking with other communicating 
computers. The user-interface software allows for message 
manipulation from a general menu, by utilizing "write", 
"send", "display", "delete", "save", and "reload" options. 
The first four options are the most frequently used. The 
machine-interface software allows for message communication 
activated by an interrupt service routine, including 
"sending", "receiving", and "concurrent sending and 
receiving" modes. 
In testing the system, a major concern was 
demonstrating performance · in the multi-user environment. 
Testing of the send and receive functions operating singly 
was straightforward and each behaved appropriately. However, 
it was not certain how the complex concurrent mode of 
operation · would perform. The "SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME" 
option was very useful in testing the concurrent mode of 
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operation. It allowed for the testing of concurrent requests 
(multi-accesses) to the data paths, and for the simulation 
of potential congestion on the crossbar switching network. 
Again, the system was found to perform in accordance with 
the specifications. 
The system has met its design criteria and accordingly, 
may serve as a testbed for further work in the area of 
multi-computer communications. Certain limitations, e.g., 
fixed-use send buffers, maximum message length of 64 bytes; 
are intrinsic to the design of the system and these areas 
are suitable for future expansion and further work. 
The following are a few suggested areas where future 
work could noticeably improve the capabilities of the 
system: 
1. Elimination of self-modifying segments of code could 
reduce subsequent reprogramming errors, and facilitate 
both debugging and future code modifications. 
2. At present, we have a "two communicating computer" 
network, and expansion to incorporate more 
communicating computers in the network would be 
desirable. However, the Motorola EXORset system is no 
longer manufactured. 
3. The present message length : of 64 bytes should be 
expanded to allow for the transmission of larger 
messages. 
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4. Flexibility of the communication software could be 
improved by replacing the "fixed-use" send buffers to 
"queued" send buffers. 
5. The header byte has one more bit reserved for 
addressing two additional communicating computers. The 
send buffer flag, (BUFLAG), has four unused bits for 
defining two additional send buffers. So, up to four 
communicating computers can be implemented with 
negligible modification of the current software. Four 
send buffers can be queued, and each send buffer can 
hold one message for each of these four computers. The 
"send a message" menu could be changed to allow message 
sending to one, two, three or four destination 
computers. 
APPENDIX A 
PSEUDOCODE DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE 
(PASCAL-LIKE PSEUDOCODE) 
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• A := Accumulator A 
• B := Accumulator B 
• X := Index Register X 
• Y := Index Register Y 
* (Register name) := contents of the Reg. 




to by the label address 
• A name (in capital letters) enclosed in 
parentheses following a statement 
:= subroutine call 
* / ..... / :=comments 
MAIN PROGRAM 
Control flags and data initialization; 
PIA input/output interface initialization; 
User interrupt vector initialization; 
Hardware miscellaneous initialization; 
Enable interrupt; 
/The following main program steps are permanently executed 
except when an interrupt occurs. At that time, the program 
branches to interrupt service routine./ 
Display Main menu; 
If key pressed and key = "1" , then 
Begin /WRITE A MESSAGE menu is selected/ 
Display the WRITE A MESSAGE menu; 
If key pressed and key= "1" or "2", then 
Use send buffer A (BUFFA) to write a message (WRTMSG); 
Else if key pressed and key== "3" or "4", then 
Use send buffer B (BUFFB) to write a message (WRTMSG); 
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Else if key pressed and key = "5'', then 
Write a test message into one receive buffer (WRTEST); 
Else if key pressed and key= "6", then 
Do nothing and go back to main menu; 
Endif; 
Go back to Main 4D\enu; 
End; /End of WRITE A MESSAGE menu./ 
Else if key pressed and key = "2" , then 
Begin /SEND A MESSAGE menu is selected./ 
Display the SEND A MESSAGE menu; 
Disable interrupt; 
Display "(1) SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME 
( 2 ). SEND TWO MESSAGES AT A TIME" ; 
If key pressed, and key = "1" , then 
Display SEND A MESSAGE menu options 1, 2, 5, 6, and N; 
Else if key = "2" , then 
Display SEND A MESSAGE menu options 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, A, 
B, c, and N; 
Endif; 
If key pressed.and key-= "1" or "3" or "7", then 
Begin 
Set buffer & destination flag (BUFDES) to "OO"; 
/BUFFA & DES1./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
If key input <> "1" then 
/Input == 3·1· or -7, or 9, or B./ 
Wait until BD1~~ busy flag (BO) cleared; 
/WAIT; This £lag can only be cleared by the send 
interrupt service module./ 
If key input == "3" or "9" then 
Set BUFDES flag to 11 11"; /BUFFB, DEST2./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
Else /key input == "7" or "B"./ 
Set BUFDES flag to "12"; /BUFFB, DEST3./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
Endif; /key input == "l"./ 
Go back to main menu; 
End; 
If key pressed and key - "2" or "4" or "S", then 
Begin 
Set BUFDES flag to 11 11"; /BUFFB, DEST2./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
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If key input <> 2 then /input = 4, or a, or A, or C./ 
Wait the BUFFB busy flag is cleared; 
/WAITl; This flag can only be cleared by the send 
interrupt service module./ 
If key Input== "4" or "A", then 
Set BUFDES flag to 11 10 11 ; /BUFFB, DEST1./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
El$e /Input = "S" or "C"./ 
Set BUFDES flag to 11 12 11 ; /BUFFB, DEST3./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
Endif; 
Endif; /'I.f key input == 11 2 11 , directly comes to here./ 
Go back to main menu; 
End; 
If key pressed and key - "5" or "9" or "B" , then 
Begin 
Set BUFDES flag to "02"; /BUFFA, DEST3./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
If key input <> 5 then /input = 9 or B./ 
Branch to WAIT; 
Endif; /If key input - 5, directly comes to here./ 
Go back to Main menu; 
End; 
If key pressed and key= "6" or "A" or "C", then 
Begin 
Set BUFDES flag to 11 12"; /BUFFB, DEST3./ 
Make a send request (SNDREQ); 
If key input <> 6 then /input = A or C./ 
Branch to WAITl; 
Endif; /If key input - 6, directly comes to here./ 
Go back to Main menu; 
End; 
If key pressed and key = "N" , then 
Go back to Main menu; 
Endif; 
End; /End of SEND A MESSAGE menu./ 
Else if key pressed and key = "3" , then 
Begin /DISPLAY A MESSAGE menu is selected./ 
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Examines status register of receive buffers (STSREG) to 
find out which buffer has message. 
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Display the number(s) of those receive buffer which 
contain message(s). 
Display "WHICH RECEIVE BUFFER'S MESSAGE WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO SEE ( 0 ••• 7) ? " ; 
If key pressed, and key= "O" or "1" ••• or "7", then 
Set the pointer to the corresponding receive buffer; 
Display the message (DSPMES); 
Else if key pressed, and key= "N", then 
Go back to Main menu; 
Endif; 
End; /End of DISPLAY A MESSAGE menu./ 
Else if key pressed and key = "4", then 
Begin /SAVE A MESSAGE menu is selected./ 
/This Menu (SAVMEU) itself is a subroutine./ 
Display "WHICH RECEIVE BUFFER'S MESSAGE WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO SAVE (0 ••• 7) ?"; 
If key is pressed, and key= "O" or "1" ••• or "7", then 
Set the pointers to the receive buffer and the save 
buffer; 
If FULFLG == 1 then 
Display "WARNING! NO MORE SAVE BUFFER AVAILABLE, IF 
YOU DO NOT RELOAD THE OLDEST MESSAGE TO A RECEIVE 
BUFFER, IT WILL BE OVERWRITTEN, R)ELOAD OR C)ONTINUE 
? "; /This is Full condition./ 
If key pressed and key = "R"eload, then 
Reload a message (RLDMEU); 
Endif; /If key== "C", directly comes to here./ 
Endif; /If FULFLG <> 1, directly comes to here./ 
Save the message into the save buffer. 
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Update next available save buffer's pointer (NEXADR); 
Determine if the save buffers•s queue is full or not: 
If NEXADR == FORDSP, then 
Set the FULFLG to 1; 
Endif; 
Endif; 
Return to caller; 
End; /End of SAVE A MESSAGE menu./ 
Else if key pressed and key == "5" , then 
Begin /DELETE A MESSAGE menu is selected./ 
Display "Are you sure ("Y" or "N") ?"; 
If key pressed and key == "Y" , then 
Delete a message ·cDELRTN) ; 
/In the DELRTN, the user will be asked: "Delete 
which receive buffer?"./ 
Repeat 
Display "MORE DELETE? ("Y" or "N")" ; 
If key pressed, and the key== "Y", then 
Delete a message (DELRTN); 
Endif; 
Until the key== "N"; 
Endif; 
Go back to General menu; 
End; /End of DELETE A MESSAGE menu./ 
If key pressed and key == "6" , then 
Begin /RELOAD A MESSAGE menu is selected./ 
/This menu (RLDMEU) itself is a subroutine./ 
If *QUEFUL flag = O , then 
/Queue not full./ 
If FORDSP pointer - NEXADR pointer I then 
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Display "Empty Queue. No more message can be 
reloaded."; /This is empty condition./ 
Return to caller; 
Endif; 
Endif; /If queue is full, directly comes to this point./ 
Get an available buffer's address (GETADD); 
Set the pointers to the receive buffer and save buffer; 
Reload the message; 
/Move the message from save the save buff er to the 
receive buffer./ 
Update the FORDSP pointer; 
Return to caller; 
End; /End of RELOAD A MESSAGE menu./ 
End; /End of MAIN PROGRAM./ 
MENUS and SUBROUTINES 
General Menu 
MESSAGE COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
(2) SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
(4) SAVE A MESSAGE, 
(5) DELETE A MESSAGE, 
(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
Write ~ message menu 
WRITE A MESSAGE MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CCl OR CC1&2 INTO BUFFA 
(2) WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC2 OR CC2&1 INTO BUFFB 
(3) WRITE A TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER 
(N) NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
Send a message menu 
SEND A MESSAGE MENU: 
(1) SEND (BUFFA) TO CCl 
(2) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2 
(3) SEND (BUFFA) TO CCl, THEN (BUFFB) TO CC2 
(4) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2, THEN (BUFFA) TO CCl 
(5) SEND (BUFFA) TO CCl AND CC2 
(6) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2 AND CCl 
(7) SEND (BUFFA) TO CCl, THEN (BUFFB) TO CC2&1 
(8) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2, THEN (BUFFA) TO CC1&2 
(9) SEND (BUFFA) TO CC1&2, THEN (BUFFB) TO CC2 
(A) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2&1, THEN (BUFFA) TO CCl 
(B) SEND (BUFFA) TO CC1&2, THEN (BUFFB) TO CC2&1 
(C) SEND (BUFFB) TO CC2&1, THEN (BUFFA) TO CC1&2 
(N) NONE OF THE ABOVE 
75 
Write A Message Into A Send Buffer Subroutine (WRTMSG) 
Begin 
If BUFFA is designated to be used, then 
-
Set the pointer to the second byte of BUFFA; 
If BUFFA is busy, then 
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Display "MESSAGE IN SEND BUFFER A HAS NOT BEEN SENT YET, 
IT IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR NEW MESSAGE"; 
Return to caller; 
Endif; 
Else /Send buffer B is designated to be used./ 
Set the pointer to the second byte of BUFFB; 
If BUFFB is busy, then 
Display "MESSAGE IN SEND BUFFER B HAS NOT BEEN SENT YET, 
IT IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR NEW MESSAGE."; 
Return to caller; 
Endif; 
Endif; 
Accept key input from the keyboard; 
Dowhile key<> "termination char (CR)" or "char count" <> 63 
Save the key input code into the send buffer; 
Message count := message count + 1; 
Checksum·:= checksum+ the .key input ASCII code; 
Enddo; 
Format the Header; store it into 1st byte of the buffer; 
Store checksum into the last byte of the buffer; 
If BUFFA is used, then 
Set BUFFA not empty flag (B2) to 1; 
Else if BUFFB is used, then 
set BUFFB not empty flag (B3) to 1; 
Endif; 
End; /End of WRTMSG subroutine./ 
Write A Test Message Subroutine (WRTEST) 
Begin 
Get an available receive buffer's address (GETADD); 
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Present a display which allows a user to enter a message; 
Dowhile key<> "termination char (CR)" or "char count" <> 62 
Store . message into the buffer, 
increment "char count"; 
calculate "sum" and 
Enddo; 
"check sum" == complemented "sum" and format "header"; 
End; /End of WRTEST subroutine./ 
Generate send request subroutine (SNDREQ) 
Begin 
If B says use BUFFA, then 
If BUFFA is empty, then 
Display "BUFFA IS EMPTY"; 
Return; 
Else /BUFFA not empty./ 
If BUFFA is busy, then 
Display "BUFFA OR BUFFB IS· BUSY. 
LATER."; 
Endif; /SOFFA not busy./ 
Endif; 
PLEASE TRY IT 
Set BO to 1; /BUFFA is busy now./ 
Else /B says use BUFFB./ 
If BUFFB is empty, then 
Display "BUFFB IS EMPTY"; 
Return; 
Else /BUFFB not empty./ 
If BUFFB is busy, then 
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Display "BUFFA OR BUFFB IS BUSY. PLEASE TRY IT 
LATER."; 
Endif; /BUFFB not busy./ 
Endif; 
Set B1 to 1; /BUFFB is busy now./ 
Endif; /All set./ 
If B says DEST1, then 
Output "Ol" destination vector; 
/generate "destination is CCl" send request./ 
Else if B says DEST2, then 
Output 11 02" destination vector; 
/generate "destination is CC2" send request./ 
Else /B says DEST12./ 
Output 11 03" destination vector; 
/generate "message destination is CCl and CC2 request./ 
Endif; 
Enable interrupt; 
End; /End of SNDREQ subroutine./ 
Display message subroutine (DSPMES) 
Begin 
If bit 7 of the header = o , then 
Display "SENDER ID IS CC1"; /This message is from CC1./ 
Else /bit 7 is 1./ 
Display "SENDER IS IS CC2"; /This message is from CC2./ 
Endif; 
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Mask-out bits 6 - 7 of the header to get the message count; 
Display "MESSAGE IS: " ; 
Then, display the whole message ; 
End; /End of DSPMES subroutine./ 
Delete Message Subroutine (DELRTN) 
Begin 
Initialize SHFREG to $80; /SHFREG· := shift reg./ 
Display "WHICH BUFFER TO DELETE?"; 
Get the key input code; 
ASCII off the key input code to get the delete count; 
Dowhile the delete count <> o, 
Shift right the SHFREG; 
Decrement the DELETE COUNT; 
Enddo; /If delete count = o, go to next step./ 
Complement the SHFREG; 
"Anding" SHFREG with STSREG; 
/To clear the corresponding bit of the STSREG so that the 
buffer's space becomes available/ 
Clear the receive buffer's memory. 
End; /End of DELRTN subroutine./ 
Get an Receive Buffer's Address Subroutine (GETADD) 
Begin 
Check every bit of STSREG until one bit of STSRTEG is O; 
If that "O" bit is found, then 
Calculate the address of the buffer; 
/An available buffer is found./ 
Return to caller; 
Endif; /No "O" bit is found./ 
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Display "WARNING! NO MORE RECEIVE BUFFER AVAILABLE, WOULD 
YOU LIKE TO DELETE ONE OF THE RECEIVE BUFFERS? "Y" 
OF "N" (IF "N"O IS PRESSED, DEFAULT RECEIVE BUFFER 
IS BUFFER O.)"; 
If R of operation flag - 1, then 
/EMGENCY DELETE./ 
Repeat 
Wait only a moment for user's response (XINCHA); 
If user responsed and the response is "Y", then 
Delete the buffer specified by the user (DELRTN); 
Display "MORE DELETE?"; 
Go to Wait (XINCHN) again; 
Else /User not responsed yet./ 
Either "call" CKRCPT or "return" to send routine or do 
nothing; 
Endif; 
Until user responsed and the response is "N"; 
Else /R == O./ 
/NOMAL DELLETE./ 
Wait forever until the user responsed with either "Y" or 
"N" (XINCHN); 
If response is "Y", then 
Delete the buffer specified by the user (DELRTN); 
Display "MORE DELETE?H; 
Go to Wait (XINCHN) again; 
Endif; /Response is "N"./ 
Endif; /A buffer is d~1~~d and becomes availabe./ 
Go back to beginning of the ~ubroutine to get an address; 
End; /End of GETADD subroutine./ 
Keyboard Character Input Snort Waiting Subroutine (XINCHA) 
Begin 
Check keyboard data entry; 
If key is pressed (data .re.ad_y) 
Read the char from the keyboard; 
A ~ ASCII code of the k~y; 
Else /key is not pressed {data not ready)./ 
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Display "PLEASE DELETE ONE RECEIVE . BUFFER. "Y"ES OR "N"O. 
A z= FF; 
Endif; 
WAITING FOR YOUR RESPONSE. NO RESPONSE. GO TO DO 
SENDING."; 
End; /End Of XINCHA subroutine./ 
INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
Begin /Start of Interrupt Polling and Error Handler./ 
If bit-7 of CRA(2) is i then 
Branch to RECEIVING MESSAGE BER~CE; 
Else if bit-7 of CRB(2) 2s i-then 
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If BO = B1 = O, then 
This is error condition 3, report it to the Error 
Handler; 
Else 




Display "ERROR! PIA SHOULD HAVE AT LEAST ONE 11 1" AT BIT-
7 OF CRA OR CRB. " .; 
Branch to Initialization; 
End if; 
/Error condition 1./ 
Display "ERROR! ONE MORE RECEIVE INTERRUPT OCCURRED 
WHILE RECEIVING A MESSAGE. SYSTEM IS BEING 
INITIALIZED."; 
/Error condition 2./ 
Display "ERROR! ONE MORE SEND INTERRUPT OCCURRED 
WHILE SENDING A MESSAGE. SYSTEM IS BEING 
INITIALIZED."; 
/Error condition 3./ 
Display "ERROR! A SEND INTERRUPT OCCURRED WHILE NO 
REQUEST FOR SENDING IS MADE. SYSTEM IS BEING 
INITIALIZED."; 
/Error condition 4./ 
Display "ERROR! DESTINATION BYTE = O"; 
After handling these error conditions, 
Initialization; 
go back 
End; /End of Interrupt Polling and Error Handler./ 
to 
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RECEIVING MESSAGE SERVICE 
Begin 
If R = 1, then 
This is error condition 1, report it to the Error Handler; 
Else if Si = 1, then 
Set R to 1. Si no change; 
Else /Si=O./ 
Set R and Ri to 1; 
Endif; 
Clear CRA-7 of PIA#2; /clear receive interrupt flag./ 
Enable interrupt; 
Get an available receive buffer's address (GETAOO); 
Set the pointer (Y) to the ~uffer; 
Wait until the Header byte is ready; 
When the Header byte is ready, then 
Receive the Header byte; Signal data received; 
Endwhen; 
Zero-out the sender ID bit of the Header byte to get the 
message count; 
Check if the next byte of message is ready. /C'KRADY/ 
If it is ready, then 
Get the message byte; Signal data received; 
Update pointer and counter; 
If this is the last byte of _the message, then 
Go to POST-RECEIVE PROCESS; 
Endif; 
Endif; /If it is not ready, directly come here./ 
/Check operation flag./ 
setup entry point for "Call" from SENDING module; 
If Ri = O, then 
/RETURN./ 
If first time the program comes through here, then 
Return from interrupt (RTI); 
Else /not the first time/ 
Return from subroutine (RTS); 
Endif; 
Else if Ri = 1 and S = 1, then 
Call SENDING (JSR CKRCPT); /CALL./ 
Endif; /Ri = 1 and s = O./ 
Go back to Check Data Ready (CKRADY); 
/POST-RECEIVE PROCESS./ 
Restore the NOP (s~lf-modifying) code; 
Disable interrupt; 
Display "MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE!"; 
If Ri = o, then 
Clear R; Set s and Si to 1; 
Display "BUT SENDING NOT FINISHED. RETURN." 
Enable inter~pt and return to SENDING; 
Else /Ri=1./ 
If s -= 1, then 
Set Si to 1; Clear R and Ri; 
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Display "BUT SENDING NOT FINISHED. JUMP."; 
Enable interrupt and jump to SENDING (CKRCPT); 
Else /S=O./ 
Clear s, Si, R, and Ri; 
Display "SENDING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO SENDING."; 
Return to Main program (RTI); 
Endif; 
Endif; 
End; /End of RECEIVING MESSAGE SERVICE./ 
SENDING MESSAGE SERVICE 
Begin 
If s == 1, then 
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This is error condition 2, report it to the Error Handler; 
Else if Ri == 1, then 
Set s to 1, Ri no change; 
Else /Ri==O./ 
Set s to Si to 1; 
Endif; 
Get send buffer f1ag (BUFLAG); 
If bit 0 of BUFLAG ~ 1, then 
Set pointer to BUFFA; 
Set up counter; 
Else /bit 1 of BUFLAG ~ 1./ 
Set pointer to BUFFB; 
Set up counter; 
Endif; 
clear CRB-7 of PIA#2; /clear send interrupt flag./ 
Enable interrupt; 
If the last byte of message has not been sent, then 
output the message byte; Signal data ready; 
Update pointer and counter; 
/Check operation flag./ 
If Si = o, then 
/RETURN./ -
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If first time the program comes through here, then 
Return from interrupt (RTI); 
Else /not the first time./ 
Return from subroutine (RTS); 
Endif; 
If Si = 1 and R = 1, then 
Call RECEIVING (JSR CKRADY); /CALL./-
Endif; /Si = 1 and R = O./ 
Go back to Check Data Received (CKRCPT); 
/Check if the message byte is received by every receiver./ 
/CKRCPT/ 
If the receiver(s) has(have) not received the byte, then 
Display "THE CHAR SENT HAS NOT BEEN RECEIVED BY cci 
YET." 
Go to Check status; 
Else /the byte has been received by every receiver./ 
Go to Send the next byte; 
Endif; 
Endif; /If the last byte is sent, directly come here./ 
/POST-SEND PROCESS./ 
Restore the NOP (self-modifying) code; 
Disable interrupt; 
Display "MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE!"; 
Clear B1 and BO; /BUFFA and BUFFB are not busy now./ 
If Si - o, then 
Clear S; Set R and Ri to 1; 
Display "BUT RECEIVING NOT FINISHED. RETURN." 
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output "O" DEST BYTE; /Tell controller the work is done./ 
Enable interrupt and return to RECEIVING; 
Else /Si=1./ 
If R =. 1, then 
Set Ri to 1; clear s and Si; 
Display "BUT RECEIVING NOT FINISHED. JUMP."; 
Output 11 0 11 DEST BYTE; 
/Tell controller the work is done./ 
Enable interrupt and jump to SENDING (CKRADY); 
Else /R=O./ 
Clear R,Ri,s, and Si; 
Display "SENDING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO SENDING."; 
Output 11 0 11 DEST BYTE; 
/Tell controller the work is done./ 
Return to Main program (RTI); 
Endif; 
Endif; 
End; /End of SENDING MESSAGE SERVICE./ 
/End of INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE./ 
APPENDIX B 

















































































NAM COMMSOF"T <CC1 > DATE: AF·R-12-1986 
NAM AUTHOR: TEH-CHENG SONG 
Oi=·T LLE=l20, NOF', CRE 
JKXJICJICJICXJIClklk>C>CJICJIClklk*JIC>Klk*JIC>KJICJIClK>CJICX>K>KlKlt:*>CXJICJK>ICXJICJICXJICJICJICJIC>K 
* DATA DESCRIPTION * 
JICXJICXJICXJICJICJIC>KXJICJIC>K>KXJk>KJIC*JIC>KXJICJk>K~JICJIC>KJICJICJIC>C>CJICJIC>l:JkJk*>K>KJIC~>Klk 
"'*** E:UFFERS SF'ECl:F"ICATION JKJ<»OK>Kleot:>1onc:1K10KlKJ1C»e 
OF~G !t.2 0 0 0 
A E:UFF 0 RME: 6"t RECEIVE E:UFFER O 
A FCB .q 
A BUFF1 RMB 61 RECEIVE BUFFER 1 
A FCB 1 
A BUFF2 RMB 61 RECEIVE BUFFER 2 
A FCB .q 
A E:UFF3 RME: 61 RECEIVE BUFFER 3 
A FCB .q 
A E:UFF "t r~ME: 6-'t RECEIVE E:UFFER .q 
A FCB .q 
A E:UFF5 RME: 6"t RECEIVE E:UFFER 5 
A FCB .q 
A BUFF6 RMB 6-'t RECEIVE BUFFER 6 
A FCB .q 
A E:UFF7 r.:ME: 6-'t RECEIVE E:UFFER 7 
A FCB "t 
A ENDE:UF FCE: t>FF 
A E:UFF A F:ME: 6"t SEND E:UFFER A 
A FCB .q 
A BUFFB RMB 6"t SEND BUFFER B 
A FCB .q 
A SAVBFD RMB 6"t SAVE BUFFER 0 
A FCB .q 
A SAVE:Fl RME: 6-'t SAVE E:UFFER 1 
A FCB "t 
A SAVE:F2 RME: 6"t SAVE BUFFER 2 
A FCB .q 
A SAVE:F3 RME: 6"t SAVE E:UFFER 3 
A FCB "t 
A SAVBF"t RMB 6"t SAVE BUFFER "t 
A FCB "t 
A SAVE:F5 RME: 6"t SAVE E:UFFER 5 
A FCB "t 
A SAVE:F6 RME: 6"t SAVE E:UFFER 6 
A FCB .q 
A SAVE:F7 RME: 6"t SAVE E:UFFER 7 
A FCB 4 
A ENDADD FCB SFF 
xx:»e>e FLAGS OR DATA Sf'EC:InCAT:ION llCJle>IC»elK*lK*** 
A Of'RFLG FCB 0 o,o,o,o,s.R,s:r,RI 
»eS: • SEND :INTERF~UF'T • 1 , SENDING; 0 'NOT SENO:ING • 
xR:•RECEJ:VE J:NTR.• 1•RCEIVJ:NC; O•NDT REC~V:ING>e 
JKSJ:: SENDJ:NC SUE:ROUT:INE :IS :INITIATOR :rF S:Ic1 • 
JKF~J:: F~ECE:IVJ:NG SUE:ROUT:INE :IS J:NrTJ:ATOR :IF R:I-=1 * 
A BUFLAC FCB o o,o,o.opes.e2,e1.so 
»:E: 0 : SEND E:UF'FA E:USY FLAG C MSG :IN BUFF A :IS TO E:E 
llC SENT. TH:IS FLAC ONCE :IS SET TO •1•, NOBODY 
























































• CLEAR n. > 
»:E:l ~SEND E:UFFE: E:USY FLAG C MSG :IN E:UFFE: :IS TO E:E 
• SENT. THIS FLAG ONCE :IS SET TO •1•, NOBODY 
• CAN CLEAR IT. ONLY THE SEND :INTR MODULE CAN 
• CLEAF\ 'IT.> 
* THEREFOF\E: 
• 1. ONCE A SEND REQUEST HAS BEEN MADE, IT 
• CAN NOT BE CANCELLED BY THE USER. 
• 2. ONCE A SEND REQUEST HAS BEEN MADE, IT 
• :IS NOT ALLOWED. TO MA•{E ANOTHER REQUEST 
* OF\ CHANGE THE FIRST REQUEST. 
•NOTE! THE ABOVE TWO RESTRICTIONS OF THE USE OF 
• SEND BUFFERS MAINLY DUE TO THE CAUSE OF 
• HARDWARE CONSIDERATION. 
•BZ:SEND BUFFA NOT EMPTY FLAG 
• 1 ==> NOT EMF'TY ; 0 -==> EMPTY 
•B3:SEND BUFFB NOT EMPTY FLAG 
• 1 -==> NOT EMF'TY ; 0 -==> EMPTY 
A BELFLG FCB 0 BELL FLAG a 0 :INITIALLY 
A HEAOSR FCE: 0 HEADER OF RECEIVED MSG 
A C•<SUMS FCE: 0 CHEC•< SUM :IN SEND 
A C•{SUMR FCE: 0 CHEC•< SUM :IN RECEIVE 
A NOERFG FCB 0 NO ERASE FLAG 
A STSF\EG FCE: 0 STATUS REG FOR RECV E:UFS 
A FULFLG FCB 0 SAVE BUF QUEUE FULL FLAG 
A OELFLG FCE: 0 DELETE FLAG 
A MNUFLG FCB 0 HO SAVE THE MENU NUMBER 
• SELECTED FROM WRITE MENU 
A MENUNO FCE: 0 TO SAVE THE MENU NUME:ER 
• SELECTED FROM SEND MENU 
A SNCNTA FCB 0 SEND MSG CNT IN BUFFA 
A SNCNTB FCB 0 SEND MSG CNT IN BUFFB 
A SNDCNT FCB 0 ACTIVE COUNTER FOR SEND 
A RCVCNT FCE: 0 ACTIVE COUNTER FOR f'ECV 
A OESE:YT FCE: 0 DESTJ:NATION E:YTE 
A HEADt>A FCE: 0 HEADER OF SEND BUFFA MSG 
• BIT 7 IS SENDER IO; O=> cc1. 1=> CC2 • 
• E:IT 6 UNUSED. RESERVED FOR LATER EXPANSION JK 
• BIT 0--5 IS SEND MSG CNT. RANGE FROM 0 TO 63* 
A HEAO$B FCB 0 HEADER OF SEND BUFFB MSG 
• E:ITS DEFINITION IS SAME WITH HEADf>A * 
A OSF'MS•{ FCE: $80 DISPLAY M~1S•{ REG 
A MSl·{REG FCE: $80 MAS~{ REG FOR RECV E:UFFS 
A SHFREG FCB $80 SHIFT REG 
A ENDADR RME: 2 END ADDR. OF THE E:UFFER 
A E:UFADD FOE: E:UFFO NEXT RECV E:UF START ADDR 
A NEXADR FOB SAVBFO SAVE BUFFER NEXT ADDR. 
A FOF\OSF' FOE: SAVE:FO F'OINTER OF NEXT SAVE E:UF 
>KSTAF\T ADDR TO E:E RELOADED E:AC~C TO RECV E:UF FOR 
•E:EJ:NG DJ:SPLAYAE:LE * 
A OELCNT RME: 1 DEL CNT FOR DELETE MENU 
A XSTORE RME: 2 REG TO STORE <X> 











































































































































































MESSAGES SPECIFICATION ••*~*******lK>K>K>K 
FCC /SYSTEM IS DOING INITIALIZATION./ 
FCC / WAIT!/ 
FCE: 1 
FCC /IS HARDWAF\E INITIALIZATION COMF'/ 
FCC /LETE? HIT ANY ~{EY WHEN F\'.EADY. / 
FCE: 1 
FCC /INITIALIZATION COMPLETE./ 
FCE: 1 
FCC /BELL ·o·N OR oF•F•?/ 
FCE: 1 
FCC /•** MC6809 MULTICOMPUTER COMMUN/ 
FCC /ICATION NETWOR~( •*•/ 
FCE: $00, t»OA 
FCC /PLEASE SELECT THE MENU NUMBER Y/ 
FCC /OU LI~{E/ 
FCE: SQ0,$0A 
FCC /YOUR SENDER ID IS •cc1•/ 
FCE: $00,SOA 
FCC /WHENEVER THE SCREEN IS MESSED U/ 
FCC /P PLEASE PRESS THE RESET BUTTON/ 
FCE: 1 
FCC /COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU:/ 
FCE: SOD, t>OA 
FCC /(1) WRITE A MESSAGE,/ 
FCE: SQD,t>OA 
FCC /CZ> SEND A MESSAGE,/ 
FCE: t;QO, SOA 
FCC /(3) DI:SPLAY A MESSAGE,/ 
FCE: soo,t>OA 
FCC /(.q) SAVE A MESSAGE,/ 
FCE: SQO, SOA 
FCC /CS> DELETE A MESSAGE,/ 
FcE: soo,soA 
FCC /(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE./ 
FCE: 1 
FCC /WRJ:TE A MESSAGE MENU:/ 
FCE: t>OO,f>OA 
FCC /(1) WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT / 
FCC /TO CC1 OR CC1&2 INTO BUFFA./ 
Fee: soD,sOA 
FCC / ( Z > WRITE A MESSAGE TO E:E SENT / 
FCC /TO CC2 OR CC2&1 J:NTO E:UFFE:./ 
FCE: t>OO, SOA 
FCC /(3) WRITE A TEST MESSAGE J:NTO / 
FCC /A RECEIVE E:UFFER./ 
FCE: t>QO,SOA 
FCC / < N > NONE OF THE AE:OVE/ 
FCB 1 EOT 
FCC /MESSAGE J:N BUFFA HAS NOT E:EEN / 



































































































































































































































/TO E:E WRITTEN A NEW MESSAGE./ 
1 EDT 
/MESSAGE IN BUFFB HAS NOT BEEN / 
/SENT YET! IT'S NOT ALLOWED/ 
$00,$0A 
/TO E:E '-ff\ITTEN A NEW MESSAGE./ 
.q EDT 
/MESSAGE IN BUFFA OR BUFFB HAS / 
/NOT BEEN SENT YET! IT IS NOT/ 
S>OD, t>OA 
/ALLOWED TO SEND ANOTHER MESSAGE/ 
/--•VIRTUALLY WAITING FOR SEND/ 
$00,$0A 
/ INTERRUPT• STATE./ 
.q EDT 
/MESSAGE IN BUFFA HAS NOT BEEN / 
/SENT YET.--•ACTUALLY WAITING/ 
SQD,$0A 
/FOR SEND INTERRUF·T• STATE./ 
44 EDT 
/MESSAGE IN E:UFFE: HAS NOT E:EEN / 
/SENT YET.--•ACTUALLY WAITING/ 
$Q0,$0A 
/FOR SEND INTERRUPT• STATE./ 
.q EQT 
/WRITE THE MESSAGE <TERMINATE / 
/WITH CR. OR MAX. 62 CHARS.)=/ 
.q EDT 
/WRITE A TEST MESSAGE <TERMINATE/ 
/WITH CR. OR MAX. 63 CHARS.>=/ 
$Q0,$0A 
1 EOT 
/SEND A .MESSAGE MENU:/ 
t>OD,t>OA 
/Cl>.SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME/ 
soD,t>OA 
/C2>.SEND TWO MESSAGE AT A TIME/ 
1 EOT 
/Cl> SEND <BUFFA> TO CCl/ 
t>OD,t>OA 
/ C 2 > SEND < E:UFFE: > TO CC2/ 
t>OD,SOA 
/(5) SEND <BUFFA> TO CCl AND CCZ/ 
soD,SOA 
/ < 6 > SEND < E:UFFE: > TO CC2 AND CC 1 / 
$00,t>OA 
/CN> NONE OF THE ABOVE/ 
1 EOT 
/(3) SEND <BUFFA> TO cc1. THEN (/ 
/E:UFFE: > TO CC2/ 
soD,soA 
/(1) SEND <BUFFB> TO cc2. ·THEN (/ 
/E:UFFA> TO CC1/ 
soD,soA 














































































































































A MESAGE FCC 
A FCE: 
A HSGNON FCC 
A FCE: 
A HESSNO FCC 
A FCC 
A ·Fee: 
A MESSDS FCC 
A FCC 
A FCE: 




A MESSAV FCC 
A FCC 
A FCE: 










/E:UFFB> TO CC2&1/ 
$00,SOA 
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/(8) SEND CBUFFB> TO ccz, THEN C/ 
/E:UFFA> TO CC1&2/ 
$00,SOA 
/(9) SEND <BUFFA) TO cc1&2, THEN/ 
/ CBUFFB> TO CC2/ 
$00,S.OA 
/(A) SEND CBUFFB) TO cc2&1, THEN/ 
/ <BUFFA> TO CC1/ 
$00,t>OA 
/CB> SEND <BUFFA) TO cc1&2, THEN/ 
/ CBUFFB> TO CC2&1/ 
soo,soA 
/ < C > SEND C E:UFFE: > TO CC2&1 ' · THEN/ 
/ CE:UFFA> TO CC1K2/ 
soD,s.oA 
/CN> NONE OF THE ABOVE/ 
.q EDT 
/NO MESSAGE IN E:UFFA. PLEASE ~ff\I/ 




/NO MESSAGE IN BUFFB, PLEASE WRI/ 






/N>ONE OF THE ABOVE/ 
1 EDT 
/NO MESSAGE IN THE RECEIVE E:UFFE/ 
/F\S. / 
'4 .EDT 
/WHICH RECEIVE E:UFFEF\ ' S MESSAGE / 






/WHICH RECEIVE E:UFFER' S MESSAGE / 
/WOULD YOU Ll}{E TO SAVE C 0-7 > ? / 
1 EDT 
/FULL QUEUE! NO MORE • SAVE:UF.• / 
/AVAILABLE• PLEASE RELOAD THE/ 
soo.soA 
/OLDEST MESSAGE J:N THE SAVE E:UFF / 
/ER TO A RECE:IVE E:UFFER • OR/ 
f>QO,SOA 
/THE OLDEST •SAVED• HESSAGE XN S/ 
/AVE E:UFFEF\S WXLL E:E DESTROYED/ 
t>QO,SOA 


































































































































































































































/NORE OR •R•ELOAD ?/ 
.q EDT 
/MORE DELETE? •y• OR •N•/ 
.q EDT 
/EMPTY QUEUE ! NO SAVE E:UFFEF\ I s / 
/MESSAGE CAN E:E RELOADED./ 
.q EDT 
/WARNING! NO MOF:E RECEIVE E:UFFER/ 
/ AVAILAE:LE, WOULD YOU LJ:~{E TO/ 
$00,SOA 
/DELETE ONE OF THE RECEIVE BUFFE/ 
/RS? •y•Es OR ·N·o. CIF ·N· IS/ 
~>OD, t>OA 
/PRESSED, DEFAULT BUFFER IS BUFF/ 
/ER 0.)/ 
.q EDT 
/ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO DELETE/ 
/ A E:UFFER ? • Y • OR • N • / 
.q 
/DELETE WHICH F..:ECEIVE E:UFFER ? < / 
/0--7> OR DELETE THEM .A.LL/ 
.q EDT 
/ERROR! P:IA2 SHOULD HAVE AT LEAS/ 
/T ONE • 1 • AT E::IT-7 OF CRA OR CR/ 
/E:/ 
.q EDT 
/ERROR! ONE MORE RECEIVE INTR DC/ 
/CURRED WHILE RECEIVING A/ 
t>QO, t"·OA 
/MESSAGE. SYSTEM IS BEING/ 
/:INITIALIZED./ 
1 EDT 
/ERROR! ONE MORE SEND :INTR OCCUR/ 
/RED WHILE SENDING A MESSAGE./ 
S>Q0,$0A 
/SYSTEM IS E:E:ING IN:ITIALJ:ZED • / 
.q EDT 
/ERROR! A SEND INTR OCCURRED / 
/WHILE NO REQUEST FOF~ SENDING/ 
soD,soA 
/IS HADE. SYSTEM IS E:EJ:NG/ 
/INITIALIZED./ 
.q EDT 








/THE CHAR CAN'T E:E SENT--DATA RE/ 
/CEJ:VED SIGNAL CAN 'T E:E SET TO / 
/t-l:IGH./ 
~ EDT 

























































































































































































/VED BY CC1&2 YET./ 
.q EOT 
/THE CHAR SENT HASN'T BEEN RECEI/ 
/VED E:Y CC1 YET./ 
.q EOT 
/THE CHAR SENT HASN'T BEEN RECEI/ 












/E:UT, SENDING NOT FINISHED. RETU/ 
/RN. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/E:UT, SENDING NOT FINISHED. JUMP/ 
/. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/SENDING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO / 
/SENDING. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/E:UT, RECEIVING NOT FINISHED. RE/ 
/TURN. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/E:UT, RECEIVING NOT FINISHED. JU/ 
/MP. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/RECEIVING FINISHED EARLIER OR N/ 
/0 RECEIVING. OPERATION FLAG=/ 
.q EDT 
/MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE!/ 
.q EDT 
/MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE!/ 
.q EDT 
/PLEASE DELETE ONE RECEIVE E:UFFE/ 
/R. ·v·Es OR ·N·o. WAITING FOR/ 
SODrt>OA 
/YOUR RESPONSE. NO RESPONSE./ 




































* A DRAZ 
A DDR~12 
CONSTANTS SPECIFICATION ************** 
EQU SlFOO J:NIT HARDWARE STAC~( f'TR 
EQU SECFB ADDR bF DATA REG A, PIA1 
EQU SECFB ADDR OF DATA DIRECTION 
REG A, F'I~al 
EQU $ECF9 ADDR OF CONTROL REG A, 
PIA1 
EQU $ECFA ADDR OF DATA REG B, PIAl 
EQU $ECFA _ADDR OF DATA DIRECTION 
REG E!, PJ:Al 
EQU $ECFB ADDR OF CONTROL REG Br 
F'IAl 
EQU - $ECFC ADDR OF DATA REG A, PIAZ 
EQU $ECFC ADDR OF DATA DIRECTION 
F~EG A, F'IAZ 
A CR~.z EQU 
• 
SEC FD ADDR OF CONTROL REG A• 
f':IAZ 
A DRE:2 EQU 
A DDF~E:Z EQU 
• 




AODR OF DATA·REG e, PIAZ 
ADDR OF DATA DIRECTION 
F:EG E:, f'IA2 
ADDR OF CONTROL REG e, 
• PIA2 
A DESTl EQU S01 THE DESTINATION OF THE 
* MESSAGE IN BUFFA IS CCl 
A OEST2 EQU S02 THE DESTINATION OF THE 
• MESSAGE IN BUFFB IS CC2 
A DEST12 EQU $03 THE DESTINATION OF THE 
• t-lESSAGE IN E:UFFA IS CC12 
A DEST21 EQU 9>03 THE DESTINATION OF THE 
• MESSAGE IN BUFFB IS CC21 
A XINCHN EQU SF015 INPUT ONE CHARACTER 
A XPCRLF EQU SF021 DISPLAY CR• LF 
A XPSPAC EQU SF02A DISPLAY SPACE 
A XPDATA EQU $F02~ DISPLAY CR,LF,DATA STRNG 
A XOUTCH EQU .t;FQl.8 OUTPUT ONE CHARACTER 
A XOUT2H EQU SFOlE: DISPLAY 2 HEX CHARS 
A FAF~ EQU $F1AF CCl => FlAF CC2 -=> F1E:5 
•AN ADDR POINTS TO ONE CODE OF THE EXORBUG sue 
•XINCHN. THIS CODE IS ABOUT THE ~TH OR 5TH CODE 
•OF THE SUBROUTINE. THIS SUBROUTINE IS LOCATED 
•IN HIGH MEMORY ADDkESS. SO IT IS CALLED •FAR•. 
96 
97 
KX********************************************* • INITIALIZATION 
******•··········~·······~···········*•••••••*• 
3"169 lA 10 A MAIN ORCC 4%00010000 DISABLE INTERRUPT 
3"16E: E:6 ECFC A INIT LOA DF~A2 DUMMY READ TO CLEAR INTR 
3"16E E:6 ECFE A LOA ORE:2 DUMMY READ TO CLEAR INTR 
3"171 SE 2"iC6 A LOX t:HSGINI 
3.q7.q e:o F02"i A . JSR XPDATA MSG: SYSTEM INITIALIZING 
3.q77 lOCE lFOO A f'ONTER LOS t:Sn<F'TR IN!T SYSTEM STAC~( F"ONTEF~ 
3"'\7E: CE 9000 A LOU :t$9000 INIT USER STAC~{ POINTER 
3"i7E SE 2000 A LOX «:BUFFO 
3"181 E:D 3CB1 A E:UFFS JSF~ CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 0 
3.q9..q SE 20"il A LOX t:E:UFFl 
3"187 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CL.EAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 1 
3"iBA SE 2082 A LOX 4E:UFFZ 
3"180 E:D 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER z 
3.lf 90 SE 20C3 A LOX t:E:UFF3 
3.q93 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 3 
3"i96 SE 210"4 A LOX t=E:UFF"I 
3.q99 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER .q 
3"19C SE 21"45 A LOX •=E:UFF5 
3"19F e:o 3C81 A a.JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 5 
3"iAZ SE 2186 A LOX t:E:UFF6 
3"1A5 e:o 3C81 A ~SR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 6 
3"1A8 SE 21C7 A LOX t:E:UFF7 
3"1AE: e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 7 
3"1AE SE 2209 A LOX t:E:UFFA 
3.qe:1 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SEND E:UFFER A 
3.qe:.q SE 22"1A A LOX t:E:UFFE: 
3"1E:7 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SEND E:UFFER E 
3"1E:A SE 228E: A LOX t:SAVE:FO 
3"1E:D e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 0 
3"1CO SE · 22cc A LOX C:S~1VE:Fl 
3"1C3 e:o 3C81 A ~SR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 1 
3"iC6 SE 2300 A LOX ·t:SAVE:FZ 
3"iC9 E:D 3CB1 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 2 
3"iCC SE 23..ttE A LOX C:SAVE:F3 
3"iCF e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 3 
3.qoz SE 238F A LOX t:SAVE:F.q 
3.qos e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER .q 
3"108 8£ 2300 A LOX t:SAVE:FS 
3"iOE: E:O 3C81 A JSF~ CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 5 
3"iOE SE 2"\11 A LOX t:SAVE:F6 
3"1E1 ED 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 6 
3"1E"i SE 2"452 A LOX t:SAVE:F7 
3..ttE7 e:o 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR SAVE E:UFFER 7 
3"1EA SE 2.q9.q A LOX t:OF'RFLG CLEAF\ USER DEFINED. 
341ED 6F BO A DATA CLR rX+ REGISTERS 
341EF SC 2-'\AS A FLAGS CMF'X t:DESBYT-+·1 
341F2 26 F9 3.ttED E:NE DATA 
341F1 SE 2000 A LOX t:E:UFFO 
341F7 BF 2-'\AC A STX E:UFADD J:NJ:T NEXT ADDRESS PNTR 
• FOR RECEIVE E:UF"FERS 34'\FA BE 22BE: A. LOX t:SAVE:FO 
341FD BF 2"tAE A STX NEXADR J:N:IT NEXT ADDRESS f'NTR 
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CC1 ==> 0 ; CCZ ==> 80 
:INIT SEND E:UFFA HEADER 
INIT SEND BUFFB HEADER 
INIT DISPLAY MASK REG 
:INIT MAS•( REG 
INIT SHIFT REG 
· $12 = NOP 
98 
INIT SELF MODIFIED CODE 





MA•{E DRA1 AS INPUT PORT 
MA•{E ORA2 AS INPUT f'ORT 
DDRB1 MAKE DRBl AS OUTPUT PORT 
DDRE:2 MAl·{E ORE:2 AS OUTPUT F'ORT 
:t/.00111100 
CRAl ADDRESS DRA1 AND SET CAZ 
CF.:E:l 
OF f'IA1 TO HIGH 
ADDRESS DRE:l AND SET CE:2 
OF f'IA1 TO HIGH 
ADDRESS DRB2 AND SET CE:2 
OF f'IAZ TO HIGH; ALSO 
CAZ OF PIA1 SHOULD BE 
SET HIGH INITIALLY; HOW-
EVER THIS CAN BE DONE 
AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THE 
INTERRUPT FLAG BIT CRA-7 
IS SET BY AN ACTIVE 
TRANSITION OF CAl SIGNAL 
4:/.00101100 
WHEN CA1 OCCURS• SET CRA 
-7 OF f•J:Al. E:UT DOESN'T 
GENERATE AN INTERRUPT • 
FALLJ:NG EDGE OF CAl INDI 
• CA PORT OF PIAl> -CATES •DATA READY•. 
AND WILL ENAE:LE CAZ TO 
GO LOW INDICATING •DATA 








4;/. 001 011 0 0 
CB2 GOES LOW ON THE POS-
ITIVE TRANSITION OF THE 
• <E: PORT OF PJ:A1) 
FIRST E PULSE AFTER AN 
MPU WR:ITE •e• DATA REG 






•oATA READY•. CB1 UNUSED 
CRE:1 
4:/.00000101 
CRA7 SET HJ:GH ON FALLING 
EDGE OF CAl OF PIAZ. J:RQ 
99 
• GOES LOW WHEN THE INTER-• CA PORT OF f'IAZ) RUPT FLAG CRA7 GOES HIGH 
)IC ;CAZ UNUSED. 
3551 E:7 ECFD A STA CRAZ 
355.q 86 20 A LOA t/.00101101 ADDR DRAZ; 
* C82 GOES LOW ON THE POS-)IC ITIVE TRANSITION OF THE 
)IC FIRST E PULSE AFTER AN 
)IC < E: POF°\T OF F'IA2) MPU WRITE • E:• DATA F\EG 
)IC INDICATING •REQUEST FOF\ 
)IC SENDING•. 
3556 E:7 ECFF A STA CRE:Z 
3559 BE 3C98 A VECTOR LDX :IJ :IRC~SR IRQV GETS ABSOLUTE ADDR 
355C E:F z.qe:o A STX IRQV OF THE INTR SERVICE RTIN 
355F BE z.qc.q A LDX t :EIVEC-1 ADDF\ OF THE LAST E:YTE OF 
3562 E:F E72E A STX $E72E 2NDVEC IS S1"0RED IN E72F 
- )IC TO ENABLE USER INTR VEC 
3565 E:6 ECFC A INTFLG LOA DRAZ CLEAR RECEIVE INTERRUPT 
* FLAG E:IT7 OF CRA2 SUCH 
JC THAT INTERRUPT IS CLEAR-
• ED E:Y READING DRA2 
3568 E:6 ECFE A LOA DRE:2 CLEAR SEND INTR FLAG e::n 
)IC 7 OF CRBZ SUCH THAT INTR 
• IS CLEARED E:Y READ DRAE:2 
)IC <THOUGH DRE:z IS OUTPUT > 
356E: 7F ECFE A E:SYFLG CLR DRE:Z WF\ITE •o• TO DEST E:YTE 
356E 7F .ECFE A CLR DRE:z TO INIT CONTROLLER TWICE 
3571 E:6 ECFB A LDA DRAl TO CLEAR DATA READY E:IT 
357.q SE z.qEc A LOX tMSGHRD MSG: HARDWARE INIT DONE? 
3S77 e:o Foz.q A ~SR XPDATA HIT ANY KEY WHEN READY. 
357A E:D F015 A '-'SR XINCHN 
3570 E:6 ECFC A LOA ORA2 CLEAR ~ECV INTR FLAG 
3580 E:6 ECFE A LOA DF~E:Z CLEAR SEND INTR FLAG 
3583 7F ECFE A CLR DRE:2 WF\ITE •o• TO OEST E:YTE 
3586 7F ECFE A CLR OF·$2 TO INIT CONTROLLER TWICE 
3589 E:6 ECFB A LOA DR Al TO CLEAR DATA READY e::n 
358C SE 2529 A LOX •MSGRDY MSG: INIT COMPLETE 
358F E:D Foz.q A ~SR XPDATA 
3592 1C EF A AND CC t/.11101111 ENABLE CPU INTERRUPT 
100 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • START EXECUTION 
·········~···············~····················· 359.q BE 25~2 A START LOX t:MSGE:EL MSG • E:ELL ON OR OFF ? • 
3597 e:o Foz.q A JSR XPDATA 
359A BO FOZl A JSR XF'CRLF DISPLAY CR AND LF 
3590 E:O FOZA A JSR XF'SF'AC DISPLAY SPACE 
35AO e:o F015 A F'RESS JSR XINCHN WAIT USER F'RESS •{EY 
35A3 81 4lF A CMF'A t:'O ? •o•N 
35P15 27 06 35AD E:EQ E:ELLON YES, E:RANCH 
35A7 81 4l6 A CMF'A t:'F ? OF•F• 
35Pa9 27 07 35E:Z E:EQ E:ELOFF YES, E:RANCH 
35AE: 20 F3 35AO E:F\A f'F~ESS AS~' USER f·F~ESS •{EY AGAIN 
35AD 7F 2"'+96 A E:ELLON CLR E:ELFLG E:ELFLG -= 0 ==> E:ELL ON 
35E:O 20 03 35E:5 E:RA E:EGIN 
35E:2 E~7 2.q96 A E:ELOFF STA E:ELFLG E:ELFLG -= F ==> E:ELL OFF 
35E:5 SE 2556 A E:EGIN LDX t:MSGE:GN TITLE MESSAGE 
35E:8 e:o Foz.q A JSR XPDATA 
35E:E: SE 260A A MENU LDX +MESSA DISPLAY GENEF..:AL MENU 
35E:E e:o Foz.q A JSR XF'DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE 
35Cl e:D F021 A JSR XF'CRLF CR AND LF 
35C4l e:o FOZA A JSR Xf'SPAC SPACE 
35C7 e:D F015 A TYF'EIN JSF\ XINCHN WAIT USER'S SELECTION 
35CA 81 31 A CMF'A =1=$31 ? •{EY INPUT s •1• 
35CC 27 25 35F3 E:EQ '-ff\ITEM YES, E:RANCH WRITE MENU 
35CE 81 32 A NEXT2 CMF'A t:f",32 ? •{EY INPUT -= . ,., . .. 
3500 27 5A 362C E:EQ SE NOME YES, E:RANCH SEND MENU 
3502 81 33 A NEXT3 CMF'A :t~;33 ? •{EY INPUT = •3• 
3504l 1027 016F 37.q7 LE:EQ OSF'LAM YES, E:RANCH DISPLAY MENU 
3508 81 34l A NEXT.q CMPA 4:$3.q ? •{EY INF'UT = • 4l • 
35DA 26 05 35E1 E:NE NEXT5 
35DC E:O 3830 A JSR SAVMEU CALL SAVE MENU MODULE 
35DF 20 DA 35E:E: E:RA MENU 
35E1 81 35 A NEXT5 CMPA 4:$35 ? •{EY INPUT -= •5• 
35E3 1027 02CO 38A7 LE:EQ OELMEU YES, BRANCH DELETE MENU 
35E7 81 36 A NEXT6 CMPA lt$36 ? •{EY INPUT s ·6· 
35E9 26 05 35FO E:NE WRONG NO, WRONG •{EY IN 
35EE: E:O 3809 A JSR RLDMEU YESr CALL RELOAD MENU 
35EE 20 CE: 35E:E: E:RA MENU 

















































* WRITE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
* THIS MENU ALLOWS USER TO SELECT EITHER 
* WRITING A MESSAGE INTO SEND BUFFER FOR 
* THE PURPOSE OF SENDING A MESSAGE OR 
* WRITING A TEST MESSAGE INTO THE RECEIVE 
* BUFFER FOR THE PURPOSE OF HIGH LEVEL 
* TESTING THE STRUCTURE OF THE MENU-DRIVEN 
* f'ROGF~AM. 
* INPUT: NONE 
* OUTPUT: MENU FLAG CMNUFLG> = •A• 
* IF THE MENU CHOSEN IS WRITE MENU 
* • 1 AND • 2 ----- USE BUFFA 
* MENU FLAG = •B• 
* IF THE MENU CHOSEN :IS WF\ITE MENU 
* • 3 AND ~ .q ------ USE BUFFB 
* RELATED MODULE: 
* 1. SEND A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
* RELATED SUBROUTINES: 
* 1. WRTMSG 
2. '-mTEST 
A WF=ITEM LOX •HESSE: DISPLAY WRITE MENU 


































































CR AND LF 
SPACE 
WAIT USER TYPE SELECTION 
? •N• SELECTED 
YES• BRANCH <DO NOTHING> 
? OPTION 1 SELECTED 
YES• E:RANCH 
? OPTION 2 SELECTED 
YES• E:RANCH 
? OPTION 3 SELECTED 
YES• E:RANCH 
ERROR •{EY :INPUT CONTROL 
WRITE MENU · OPTION 1 
MNUFLG : FLAG :INDICATING 
WHICH SEND BUFFER TO USE 
:IF MNUFLG c A• USE E:UFF A 
:IF MNUFLG c: E:, USE E:UFFE: 
WRITE MENU OPTION 2 
MNUFLG :IND:ICAT:ING BUFFB 
CALL WRITE A MSG SUB 
E:AC•{ TO MENU 
CALL WRITE TEST MSG SUE: 









36.tf l 26 




































































* SEND A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
* THE WHOLE SEND MENU OPTIONS :IS DEV:IDED :INTO 
* TWO GROUPS: 
* 1. SEND ONE MESSAGE ONE TIME 
* HENCE, CALL •sEND REQUEST• SUB ONCE 
* 2. SEND TWO MESSAGES ONE TIME 
* HENCE, CALL •sEND REQUEST• SUB TWICE 
* INPUT: NONE 
* OUTPUT: LEFT NIBBLE OF ACCU B CONTAINS WHICH 
* SEND E:UFFER TO USE INFOF~MATION 
• RIGHT NIE:E:LE OF ACCU E: CONT ~,INS THE 
* DESTINATION :INFORMATION 
* B=OOCHEX> BUFFA, DESTl 
* B=02<HEX> -- BUFFA, DEST12 
* B=ll<HEX> -- BUFFB, DEST2 
* E:=12<HEX> -- E:UFFE:, DEST12 
• RELATED MODULE: WRITE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 














DISPLAY SEND MENU 
? ONE OR TWO HESSAGE<S> 
CR, LF 
SPACE 
WAIT •CEYE:OARD CONTACT 
? •2• IS f'RESSED 
YES, E:RANCH 
? • 1 • :IS F'F,ESSED 
:IDIOT PREVENTION 

































































DISABLES REGULAR INTR 
USER •<EYE:OARD CONTACT 
SAVE MENU NUMBER 
? :IS •1• PRESSED 
YES, E:RANCH 
? IS •3• PRESSED 
YES, E:RANCH 




MAl<E 1ST SEND REQUEST 
CET THE MENU NUME:ER 
'? WAS •1• PRESSED 









YES, ALL DONE; BRANCH 
GROUPS <3•7> OR (9,B> 
WILL CET :INTERRUPT HERE 
2"19~· A WAIT 
01 A EITB +so1 ? 80 - 0 
•CHEC•{ E:O TO SEE :IF < E:UFFA > HAS E:EEN SENT; J: • E • 


























•NOTE: THJ:S MEANS THE SENDER f•AUSES HERE AND 
•WAITS FOR A SEND INTR. ONCE A SEND INTR. IS 
•RECEIVED. THE PROGRAM BRANCHES TO J:NTR ROUTINE 
•THEN RETURN HERE AFTER THE MESSAGE IS SENT. 
•AND THE •SEND BUFFER A BUSY FLAG• J:S CLEAED. 
















YES,BRANCH TO DO ZND REQ 
WHY NEED WAIT? 
SAVE A 
•MSG IN BUFFA HASN'T• 





























81 33 A D02ND 
1ST MESSAGE J:S 
CMPA 4:$33 
SENT, COTO NEXT INST. 
? WAS •3• PRESSED 
YES, E:RANCH TO MENU39 
? WAS •7• PRESSED 
YES• BRANCH TO MENU7B 
? WAS •9• PRESSED 
YES, BRANCH TO MENU39 
E:UFFE:,OEST12 
27 10 36A8 E:EQ MENU39 
81 37 A CHF'A 4:$37 
27 O"I 36AO E:EQ MENU7E: 
81 39 A CMF'A 4=$39 
27 08 36A8 E:EQ MENU39 
C6 12 A MENU7B LOE: •S12 
E:O 3A"IA A JSR SNDREQ MAKE 2ND SEND REQUEST 
7E 35E:E: A ~JMP MENU 
C6 11 A MENU39 LOE: •s11 E:UFFE: , DEST2 
e:o 3A1A A JSR SNDREQ MAl·{E 2ND SEND REQUEST 
7E 35E:E: A ~MF' MENU 
81 32 A CHEC~'2 CMF'A 4:$32 ? J:S •2• PRESSED 
YES, BRANCH TO ZONE2 
? J:S •1• PRESSED 
YES, E:RANCH TO ZONE2 
? J:S •9• PRESSED 
YESr BRANCH TO ZONE2 
ELSE, CHEC•~3 
27 OE: 36E:F E:EQ ZONE2 
81 31 A CMF'A 4=$3"1 
27 07 36E:F E:EQ ZONE2 
81 38 A CMF'A t:ti38 
27 03 36E:F E:EQ ZONE2 
7E 3701 A JHP CHEC~{3 
C6 11 A ZONE2 LOE: •S11 E:UFFE:, DEST2 
E:O 3A1A A 
E:6 219F A 
81 32 A 





MA•{E 1 ST SEND REQUEST 
GET THE MENU NUME:ER 
? WAS •2• PRESSED 
F6 2195 A WAITl LOE: E:UFLAG 
YES, ALL DONE ; E:RANCH 
GROUF·S < ~h 8 > OR <· l~u C > 
WILL CET J:NTERRUPT HERE 
3600 cs 02 A 
3602 27 11 36E5 
BITB 4$02 ? Bl • 0 
•CHECK B1 TO SEE J:F <BUFFB> HAS BEEN SENT; J:.E. 
•TO SEE J:F THE FJ:RST MSG HAS E:EEN SENT OR NOT. 
JKNOTE: THJ:S MEANS THE SENDEF~ f•AUSES HERE AND 
•WAITS FOR A SEND J:NTR. ONCE A SEND J:NTR. J:S 
•RECEJ:VED. THE PROGF~AM [:RANCHES TO J:NTR ROUTINE 
•THEN RETURN HERE AFTER THE MESSACE IS SENT • 
.:AND THE •sEND BUFFER B BUSY FLAC• J:S CLEARED. 
•NOTE J:N •sEND ONE MESSAGE• CASE• THJ:S WAJ:T IS 
•NOT NEEDED. 
E:EQ D02ND1 YESrBRANCH TO DO 2ND REQ 
104 
36~ 36 02 A PSHU A SAVE A 
3606 BE 291..ct A LOX t:MSWAJ:1 •MSG IN BUFFB HAS NOT• 
IC • E:EEN SENT• ACTUALLY• 
IC •WAITING STATE• 
3609 E:D Foz.q A JSR XPDATA 
36DC 37 02 A PULU A RESTORE A 
36DE C6 02 A LOE: 42 
36EO e:o 3C57 A JSR DELAY DELAY 
36E3 20 EB 36CO E:RA WAIT1 
•AFTER 1ST MSG IS SENT, GOTO NEXT INST. 
36£:5 81 3.q A DOZND1 CMF'A =11=$3.q ? WAS ·~· f'RESSED 
36E7 27 08 36Fl E:EQ MENU"+ A YES, E:RANCH TO MENU.c+A 
36E9 81 38 A CMF'A f:$38 ? WAS •e• PRESSED 
36EE: 27 oc 36F9 E:EQ MENU BC YESr BRANCH TO MENUBC 
36ED 81 .q3 A CMF'A t:'C ? WAS ·c· PRESSED 
36EF 27 08 36F9 E:EQ MENU BC 
36F1 C6 00 A MENU.qA LOE: t:f>OO E:UFFA, DESTl 
36F3 E:D 3A.qA A JSR SNDREQ MA~'E ZND SEND REQUEST 
36F6 7E 35E:E: A JMF' MENU 
36F9 C6 02 A MENU BC LOE: =U»02 E:UFFA" DEST 12 
36FE: E:D 3A.qA A -JSR SNDREQ MAl·{E ZND SEND REQUEST 
36FE 7E 35E:E: A JMF' MENU 
3701 81 35 A CHEC1<3 CMF'A 4=$35 ? IS •5• f'RESSED 
3703 27 OE: 3710 E:EQ ZONE3 YESr E:RANCH TO ZONE3 
3705 81 39 A CMF'A 4:$39 ? :IS •9• PRESSED 
3707 27 07 3710 E:EQ ZONE3 YES, E:RANCH TO ZONE3 
3709 81 .q2 A CMF·A f: 'E: ? :IS •e:• PRESSED 
370E: 27 03 3710 E:EQ ZONE3 YES,. E:F\ANCH TO ZONE3 
3700 7E 3721 A JMF' CHEC•{"t ELSE, CHEC•{.q 
3710 C6 02 A ZONE3 LOE: 4:$02 E:UFFArDEST12 
3712 E:D 3A~A A -JSR SNDREQ MA~{E 1ST SEND REQUEST 
3715 E:6 Z~9F A LOA ME NUNO GET THE MENU NUMBER 
3718 81 35 A CMF'A 4:$35 ? WAS •5• f'RESSED 
371A 1027 FE90 35E:E: LE:EQ MENU YESr ALL DONE; E:RANCH 
371E 7E 367C A -.JMF' WAIT ( 9' [:) IS SELECTED 
3721 Bl 36 A CHEC•{..ct CMF'A +ti36 ? :IS .6. PRESSED 
3723 27 11 3736 E:EQ ZONE"t YESr E:RANCH TO ZONE .q 
3725 81 11 A CMPA t:'A ? :IS •A• PRESSED 
3727 27 OD 3736 E:EQ ZONE"t YES, E:RANCH TO ZONE"t 
3729 Bl .q3 A CMF'A ... c ? :IS •c• PRESSED 
37ZE: 27 09 3736 E:EQ ZONE"t YES' E:RANCH TO ZONE"t 
3720 Bl 1E A CMPA :l:'N ELSE• ? :IS •N• f•RESSED 
372F 1027 FESS 35E:E: LE:EQ MENU YES, E:AC•( TO MENU 
3733 7E 3651 A JMP IN MENU ELSE• AS~{ USER PRESS •(EY 
3736 C6 12 A ZONE1 LOE: t:S12 E:UFFE:, DEST12 
3738 e:o 3A~A A JSR SNDREQ HA~{E 1 ST SEND REQUEST 
373E: E:6 2"t9F A LOA ME NUNO GET THE MENU NUME:ER 
373E Bl 36 A CMPA 4:$36 ? WAS ·6· PRESSED 
3710 1027 FE77 35E:E: LE:EQ MENU YES, ALL DONE. BRANCH 







































































• DISPLAY A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
* THIS MENU ALLOWS THE USER TO SEE THE 
* MESSAGES IN THE RECEIVE E:UFFEF~S 
* INPUT: NONE 
* OUTPUT: 1.THE MODULE LISTS EVERY RECEIVE 
* BUFFER'S NAMEr WHICH HAS A MSG 
* AS OPTIONS FOR USER TO CHOOSE. 
* 2.INDEX REG CONTAINS THE ADDR 
* OF THE RECEIVE BUFFER WHOSE 
* MESSAGE IS TO E:E DISPLAYED. 
* THIS F'?lHAMETER • Y • IS INPUT 
* TO THE •osPMEs· SUBROUTINE. 
* RELATED SUBROUTINE: DSPMES 
-~---~·······~---~······•************~********* 
A DSPLAM LOX *MESSAB •DISPLAY BUFA OR BUFB?• 
- A JSR XPDATA 
CLRE: 












































































XO UT CH 
=l=$2C 



















E:: COUNT, WHICH IS EQUAL 
TO THE RECEIVE BUFFER * 
GET THE STATUS REG WHICH 
INDICATES AVAILABILITY 
ALL ZEROS MEANS NO MSG 
CAN E:E DISPLAYED 
CHEC•{ THE STATUS REG E:IT 
WITH THE CORRESPONDING 
E:IT IN DISPLAY MAS~{ REG 
:IF THIS •eJ:T• DOESN'T 
HAVE MSG; E:RANCH 
CHANGE TO ASCII CODE 
DISPLAY: E:UFFER 
A CONTAINS RECEIVE BUF • 
ASCII OFF TO GET THE • 







. ' . 
E:UF:G: FOR NEXT CHI< 
MS~{ FOR NEXT CH~{ 
WHEN CARRY • 0 
OF THE AE:OVE • 
THE LAST OPTION 
•No MSG :IN RECV BUFFS• 
IN:IT DSPMSI·{ REG 





YES, DISPLAY BUFFO 
106 
37AO 81 31 A CMf'A •·1 ? E:UFF1 
37AZ 27 32 3706 E:EQ DSPE:Fl YES, DISPLAY E:UFF1 
37A.q 81 32 A CMF'A f:'2 ? E:UFF2 
37A6 27 38 37EO E:EQ DSF'E:F2 YES, DISPLAY BUFF2 
37A8 81 33 A CMF'A ··3 ? E:UFF3 
37AA 27 3E 37EA E:EQ DSF'E:F3 YES, DISPLAY E:UFF3 
37AC 81 3.q A CMF'A t=•.q ? E:UFF.q 
37AE 27 4ft.q 37F.q E:EQ DSPE:F.q YES, DISPLAY E:UFF.q 
37E:O 81 35 A CMF'A •·s ? E:UFF5 
37E:2 27 ~A 37FE E:EQ DSF'E:F5 YES, DISPLAY E:UFF5 
37E:.q 81 36 A CMF'A f:'6 ? E:UFF6 
37E:6 27 50 3808 E:EQ DSPE:F6 YES, DISPLAY E:UFF6 
37E:8 81 37 A CMF'A 4f '7 ? E:UFF7 
37E:A 27 - 56 3812 E:EQ DSPE:F7 YES, DISPLAY E:UFF7 
37E:C 81 .qE A CMF'A t='N ? NONE OF THE ABOVE 
37E:E 1027 FDF9 35E:E: LE:EQ MENU YES, E:AC~{ TO MENU 
37C2 81 4l1 A CMF'A •'A ? SEND E:UFFA 
37c.q 27 56 381C E:EQ DSPE:FA YES, DISPLAY SEND E:UFFA 
37C6 81 .q2 A CMF'A • •e: ? SEND BUFFE: 
37C8 27 ~c 3826 E:EQ DSf='E:FE: YES, DISPLAY SEND E:UFFE: 
37CA 20 CD 3799 E:RA •{EY ~DIOT PREVENTION 
37CC 108E 2000 A DSF'E:FO LOY :tE:UFFO 
37DO e:o 3ACO A JSR DSPMES DISPLAY E:UFFO 
3703 7E 35E:E: A JMP MENU 
3706 108E zo.q1 A DSf'E:F1 LOY •E:UFF1 
37DA E:D 3ACO A JSR DSPMES D:tSf'LAY E:UFF1 
3700 7E 35E:E: A JMF' MENU 
37EO 108E 2082 A OSPE:F2 LOY =l=E:UFF2 
37E4l e:o 3ACO A JSR OSPMES DISPLAY BUFF2 
37E7 7E 35E:E: A JHP MENU 
37EA 108E 20C3 A DSf'E:F3 LOY t:E:UFF3 
37EE e:o 3ACO A JSR OSf'MES OISF"LAY E:UFF3 
37Fl 7E 35E:E: A JMF' MENU 
37F.q 108E 210.q A DSF'E:F.q LOY t=E:UFF.q 
37FB e:o 3ACO A JSR DSPMES DISPLAY E:UFF.q 
37FE: 7E 35E:E: A JMP MENU 
37FE 108E 21.qs . A 0Sf'E:F5 LOY •E:UFF5 
3802 e:o 3ACO A JSR OSf'MES DISPLAY E:UFF5 
3805 7E 35E:E: A JMf' MENU. 
3808 108E 2186 A OSF'E:F6 LOY f:E:UFF6 
380C e:o 3ACO A JSR OSPMES DISPLAY E:UFF6 
380F 7E 35E:E: A JMF' MENU 
3812 108E 21C7 A 0Sf'E:F7 LOY t:E:UFF7 
3816 E:O 3ACO A JSR OSf'MES DISPLAY E:UFF7 
3819 7E 35E:E: A JMP MENU 
381C 108E 2209 A OSF'E:FA LOY t:E:UFFA 
3820 e:o 3ACO A JSR OSF·MES DISPLAY BUFFA 
3823 7E 35E:E: A JMP MENU 
3826 108E 22.qA A OSf'E:FE: LOY t:E:UFFE: 
382A BO 3ACO A JSR DSf'MES DISPLAY E:UFFE: 




















384'\9 1 OE:E 2.qAE 
384'\0 1F 01 
39.qF FD 2.qe:3 
3052 E:6 2.q9c 
3855 27 1.q 
3857 BE 2DE:2 
.385A E:O Foz.q 
3850 E:O F015 
3860 Bl .q9 
3862 27 07 
386.q 81 52 
3866 26 FS 
3868 e:o 3909 
386E: 7F 2"f9C 
386E E:E z.qe:3 
3871 A6 80 
3873 A7 AO 










3981 C3 0011 
399.q FD z.qAE 
3BB7 1003 z.q93 
38BE: 26 08 
3880 108E 22BE: 
3891 10E:F z.qAE 
3895 1 OE:E 24tAE 
3899 1oec z.qe:o 
3890 26 05 
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JD:•*********•············*·················•*•• • SAVE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
• THIS MODULE ALLOWS THE USER TO SAVE A 
* MESSAGE FROM A RECEIVE BUFFER TO A SAVE 
* E:UFFER 
• OUTPUT: THE MESSAGE IS COPIED INTO THE 
* NEXT AVAILABLE SAVE BUFFER 
• RELATED MODULE: 
* 1. RELOAD A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
• RELATED SUBROUTINE: RLDMEU 
-~~••~••••~••~•••x•••~***~*•~~•••~••••••••••••• 
A SAVMEU PSHU o,x,y SAVE A,B,x,y 
A LOX •MESSAV •wHICH RCV BUF TO SAVE?• 
A JSR XPDATA 
A JSR XPCRLF 
A JSR XPSPAC 
A JSR XINCHN 
A ANDA *$OF 






































































































DISPLAY CR AND LF 
SPACE 
USEF\ INPUT CHAR 
ASCII OFF THE I:NF'UT 
B GET THE •FACTOR• 
D <- A • E: ; D = OFFSET 
D <-- 0 + BASE ADDR 
0 HAS THE ADDR OF BUFFER 
Y GET AODR OF SAVE BUFR 
X GET ADDR OF RECV E:UFR 
XSTORE GET ADD OF RCVBUF 
A GET SAVE E:UF FULL FLAG 
•No MORE SAVE BUFFER. 
QUEUE IS FULL.• 
INPUT •WHAT• USER WANTS 
? •:t•GNORE 
IF •J:GNORE•, BRANCH 
? •R•ELOAD 
NO, E:RANCH 
YES, CALL RELOAD 
:tN:IT FULFLG 
RESTORE ADD OF RCV BUFR 
GET THE HEADER FROM BUFR 
STORE THE HEADER TO BUFR 
ZERO :tD PART OF HEADER; 
SUCH THAT <A> • MSG CNT 
GET A BYTE FROM RCV BUFR 
SAVE THE BYTE TO SAV BUF 
DEC THE MESSAGE COUNT 
IF MORE• SAVEIT AGAIN 
UPDATE THE NEXT ADDRESS 
E:Y ADDING $.q1 TO NEXADR 
? NEXADR= ENDADD 
NO, E:RANCH TO •NOT ENO• 
J:NI:T NEXT ADD POINTER OF 
SAVE BUFR TO 1ST · BUFR 
Y GET NEXT SAVE E:UF ADD 






































































A LOA •1 
FULFLG 
D,x,y 
YES, SET QUEUE FULL FLAG 
TO •1• A STA 























• DELETE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
• INPUT: NONE 
• OUTPUT: 1. THE BIT CORRESPONDING TO THE 
• RECEIVE BUFFER IN THE STATUS 
* REG WILL BE CLEARED. 
• 2. THE RECEIVE BUFFER MEMORY IS 
* CLEARED TO ALL ·zERos·. 


















































ERROR INPUT TEST 
DELETE ONE BUFFER 
MSG: •DELETE MORE?• 



































































* RELOAD A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
* INPUT: •FORDSP•= THE POINTER OF A SAVE 
* BUFFER FROM WHICH THE MESSAGE 
* WILL E:E RELOADED E:AC~{ TO A RECV 
* BUFFER AND THE SAVE BUFFER BECOME 
* DISF'LAYAE:LE AGAIN 
* OUTPUT: THE RECEIVE E:UFFER WILL BE HAVE 
* THE RELOADED MESSAGE 
* •FORDSP• POINTER WILL BE UPDATED 
* RELATED MODULE: 
* 1. SAVE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE 
• RELATED SUBROUTINE: GETADD 
*********************************************** 
A RLDMEU PSHU o,x,y 
FULFLG 
CONT NU 
















































































A GET QUEUE FULL FLAG 
FULFLG c 1 -->QUEUE FULL 
NOT FULL <> QUEUE EMPTY 
CHEC~{ EMPTY 
? <FOROSP>=CNEXADR> 
NOT EQUAL• CONTINUE 
EQU~1L • •EMPTY QUEUE ! • 
• NO MSG CAN E:E F~ELClADED • 
GET ONE AV~1ILAE:LE E:UFADD 
X GET ADD OF A RCV BUFR 
Y GET ADD OF FORDSP BUFR 
GET HEADER FROM FRDP BUF 
SAVE HEADER INTO RCV BUF 
ZERO OUT THE MSB 2 BITS, 
SO CA> c MSG CNT 
< £:) c MSG CNT 
GET A BYTE FROM FRDP BUF 
SAVE IT INTO RCV BUFFER 
DEC COUNT 
IF MORE, RELOAD IT AGAIN 
UPDATE FORDSP POINTER BY 
ADDING 65 E:YTES 
? FORDSP c ENDADD 
NO, NOT END OF .QUEUE 
YES, INIT FORDSP 
QUEUE NO LONGER FULL 
RESTORE A,e:,x,y 
3926 7F 2.q99 
3929 E:6 2.q95 
39ZC Cl OA 
39ZE 27 1C 










393F 7E 35F3 
39~2 E:6 2.qA6 
39~5 e.q BO 
39.q7 E:7 2~A6 
39'4A 20 1A 







































* WRITING A MESSAGE INTO A SEND BUFFER AND 
* THIS MESSAGE IS TO BE SENT TO A RECEIVER 
* :INPUT: 
* 1. MNUFLG WHICH CONTAINS INFORMATION 
* ABOUT WHICH BUFFER IS TO BE USED 
* FOR WRITING A MESSAGE. 
* 2. BUFLAG WHICH INDICATES THE 
* ACTIVITY AND AVAILAE:ILITY OF 
* SEND BUFFERS. 
* OUTPUT: 
* 1. SNCNTA=SEND BUFFA'S MESSAGE CNT. 
* SNCNTB=SEND E~FF8'S MESSAGE CNT. 
* 2. BUFFA OR BUFFB IS WRITTEN A MSG. 
* HEADER IS CREATED AND IS PUT AT 
* BEGINNING OF THE SEND BUFFER. 
* CHEC~{SUM IS CREATED AND IS PUT AT 
* END OF THE SEND BUFFER. 





C~~SUMS :INIT SEND CHEC~~SUM 





































A FREEA LOA 
A ANDA 
A STA 

















•$A ? USE BUFFA 
USEBFA YES, BRANCH USE BUFFA 
•BUFFB+1 NO, USE BUFFB 
INIT ACCU B <MSG CNT> 
-~00000010 ? Bl=O 
FREEB YES, BUFFB FREE 
•MESS7 •<BUFFB> HAS NOT BEEN 







WRITE. NEW MSG INTO IT.• 
BACK TO WRITE MENU 
J:NIT HEADER OF E:UFFE: 
BIT7c ID BIT• NO CHANGE 
t:ns 6 TO 0 ARE CLEAHED 
INIT ACCU E: • <MSG CNT > 

















YES, E:UFFA FREE 
• < E:UFFA > HAS NOT E:EEN 
SENT YET• YOU MAY NOT 
WRITE NEW MSG INTO IT.• 
E:AC~< TO WRITE MENU 
INI:T HEADER OF E:UFFA 
BIT7s ID EJ:T, NO CHANGE 
BITS 6 TO 0 ARE CLEARED 
·Now. TYPE IN YOUR MSG· 
•up TO 62 CHARACTERS oR· 
•END WITH RETURN t{EY • • 
CR, LF 
SF· ACE 
M~aIT USER •CEY INPUT 
? •{EY • •DEL• 
YES , E:RANCH 
? •CEY • • CF< • 
YES, E:RANCH 
111 
397D A7 AO A STA ,y+ STORE THE •<EY :INPUT 
397F E:E: 2~98 A ADDA C~{SUMS ADDING EVERY BYTES 
3982 E:7 z.q9a A STA C~{SUMS 
3985 5C INCE: :INC THE CHAR COUNT 
3986 C1 3E A CMF'E: •62 ? CHAR CNT = 62 
3988 26 EB 3972 E:NE •{EYINP < 62, CONTINUE ~{EY J:N; 
398A 7E 39E:E: A '-'MF' END I NP = 62, STOF' •CEY J:N 
398D E:6 2~9A A ERASE LOA NOERFG EF,ASE THE f'REVIOUS ~{EY 
• INPUT FF\OM THE SCREEN; 
llC IF NO ERASE FLAG=l• NO 
• ERASE ALLO~ED, CHAF~ CNT • IS 0 
3990 26 EO 3972 E:NE •{EYJ:Nf' NOEHFG = 1; NO EF~ASE 
3992 86 1E: A LOA tl:t» 1 E: 
399.q E:D F018 A JSR XO UT CH ASCII •CEY •Esc• 
3997 86 418 A LOA f:'H 
3999 E:D F018 A JSR XO UT CH DISPLAY CMD • ESC 'H 
399C 86 1E: A LOA f:$1E: 
399E e:o F018 A JSR XO UT CH ASCII •CEY •Esc· 
39A1 86 413 A LOA =I=. c 
39A3 e:o F018 A '-'SR XO UT CH CLEAR CHAR AT CURSOR 
39A6 31 3F A LEAY -1,y DEC Y 
39A8 E:6 2.q99 A LDA C~{SUMS 
39AE: AZ A41 A SE:CA ,y SUE:TRACT •DEL• CHAR 
JK FROM CHECl·{SLJM 
39AD 5A DECE: DEC CHAR CNT 
39AE 27 · 03 39E:3 E:EQ NOEf.:SE IF CHAR CNT = o, E:RANCH 
39E:O 7E 3972 A ... JHP ~CE YI NP 
39[:3 86 01 A NOEF\SE LOA ~1 
39E:S E:7 2419A A STA NOERFG NOERFG=l• NO MORE ERASE; 
JK NOERFG=O• ERASE ALLQWED 
39E:8 7E 3972 A JMP l·{EYINf' 
39E:E: E:6 24198 A END INF' LOA C~CSUMS STOF\E CHECKSUM AT 
39E:E A7 A.q A STA ,y END OF E:UFFER 
39CO 5C ::CNCE: CHAR CNT INCLUDES CHl·{SLJM 
39C1 E:6 2419E A LOA MNUFLG GET THE MENU FLAG 
39C41 81 OA A CMF'A •SA ? MENU FLAG c A 
39C6 27 15 3900 E:EQ USEE:UA YES• E:F.:ANCH 
39C8 F7 241A1 A USEE:UE: STE: SNCNTE: SAVE MESSAGE COUNT 
39CE: FA 241A6 A ORE: HEADSE: CREATE HEADER 
39CE F7 241A6 A STE: HEADf>E: 
3901 F7 22~A A STE: E:UFFE: SAVE HEADER INTO lST 
JK E:YTE OF E:UFFE: 
39041 E:6 24195 A LOA E:UFLAG 
3907 SA 08 A ORA -~00001000 SET ·e:LJFFE: NOT EMPTY 
3909 E:7 2"t95 A STA E:UFLAG FLAG <E:3) TO 1 
39DC 39 RTS RETURN 
390D F7 2-'IAO A USEE:UA STE: SNCNTA SAVE MESSAGE COUNT 
39EO FA 241A5 A ORE: HEAO$A CREATE HEADER 
39E3 F7 241A5 A STE: HEAD SA 
39E6 F7 2209 A STE: E:UFFA SAVE HEADER 7NTO 1ST 
• E:YTE OF E:UFFA 39E9 E:6 24195 A LOA E:UFLAG 
39EC BA 041 A ORA •7-00000100 SET E:U'FFA NOT EMF'TY 
39EE 87 2195 A STA E:UFLAG FLAG CE:2> TO 1 










































































······························••X*••··········· * SUBROUTINE 
* WRITING A TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE 
* E:UFFEF\ • FOR HIGH LEVEL DATA STRUCTURE 
* TESTING PURPOSE. 
* INPUT: NONE 
* OUTPUT: A MESSAGE OF MAXIMUM 63 BYTES IS 
* WRITTEN INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER. 
* HEADER IS CREATED AND IS PUT AT 
* BEGINNING OF THE RECEIVE BUFFER. 
* HEADER DOESN'T CONTAIN SENDER ID 
* CHECKSUM IS NOT CREATED. 
• RELATED SUBROUTINE: 























GET AN AVAILABLE BUF ADD 
•WRITE TEST MSG, TERMIN• 







































































XO UT CH 
•'H 















X GET THE ADD OF THE E:UF 
START FROM 2ND LOCATION 
READ CHAR J:NF'UT 
? CHAR • •DEL• 
YES, E:RANCH 
? CHAR • •CF\• 
YES, FJ:NAL 
ELSE, STORE THE CHAR 
INC CHAR C=T 
? CHAR CNT • 63 
NO, E:RANCH 
YES• FJ:NAL 
GET NO ERASE FLAG 
J:F NOERFC <> 0 , E:RANCH 
J:F NOERFG• Q, ERASE CHAR 
ASCIJ: •{EY • ESC • 
DJ:SPLAY CMD • ESC 'H 
ASCII •<EY • ESC • 
CLEAR CHAR AT CURSOR 
f'OSIT:ION 
DEC HSG f•O:tNTER 
DEC CHAR CNT 
J:F CHAR CNT • Q, NO DEL 
J:F CHAR CNT • 0 ' RDCH.eaR 
SET NOERFC TO 1 
NOERFG=l• NO MORE ERASE 
NOERFG=O• ERASE ALLOWED 
HEADER • CHAR CNT 
































































·························*··················•** * SUBROUTINE <SEND REQUEST> 
* PROCESS THE SEND A MESSAGE MENU 
* SELECTION AND GENEF\ATE THE AF'PF\OPE:IATE 
* DESTINATION-INFORMATION REQUEST TO 
* CONTROLLER 
• INPUT! B ACCU CONTAINS TWO NIBBLES 
* < MSE: .q E:J:TS & LSE: .q E:ITS > 
* LEFT NIBBLE := WHICH BUFR TO USE 
* RIGHT NIE:E:LE : = WHICH DESTINATION 
* TO SEND THE MSG 
* B=OOCHEX> E:UFFA, DESTl 
* B=OZCHEX> BUFFA, DEST12 
* B=ll<HEX> E:UFFB, DEST2 
* B=12CHEX> BUFFB, DEST12 
***************************************~******* 
A SNDREQ LDA BUFLAG GET BUFFER FLAG 
A BITB 4Z00010000? BIT"f IS •o•; IF BIT~ 
3A75 BNE BFB =O, USE BUFA; ELSE' BUFB 
A BFA BITA •zooooo100 ? 82 = o; IF B2=Q,BUFA 
3~15C E:NE C•,FREA EMPTY; E:2= l., BUFA NOT 
*EMPTY. THEN CHEC•{ IF :IT IS FREE <NOT IN USE) • 
A EMPTYA LOX ~MESEMA •BUFFER A IS EMPTY• 
A JSR XPDATA 
F\TS 
A C•{FREA E:ITA 
3A6B E:EQ 

































A FF,EEE: l LOA 
A ORA 
A STA 
=1:/.:00000011 CHI< E:O lt E:l TO SEE IF 
FREEAl EITHER BUFFA OR B BUSY 
*MESS6A •suFFA OR B IS BUSY <MSG 
XPDATA H.e1SN • T E:EEN SENT>. PLEASE 
TRY IT LATER 
2,s SP <- SP + 2 ; UPDATE SP 
MENU USE JMP, :INSTEAD OF RTS 
BUFLAG GET BUFR FLAG 
:l·/.:00000001 SET e:o TO i; INDICATES 
BUFLAG BUFFER A IS :IN USE. 
01·{ E:RANCH 
•zoooo1000 ? BJ:T3 c o; IF B3=o, 
C~WREE: E:UFE: EMF'TY; E::i= 1 ' NOT 
CHECt{ :IF :r1·. :IS FF~EE < NOT IN USE> • 
~MESEME: ·suFFER B :IS EMPTY· 
XPDATA 
•XDD000011 CHECK BO & Bl TO SEE 
.FREEE:l IF E:ITHER E:UFA OR E: E:LJSY 
•MESS6A •BUFFA ORB :IS E:USY,<MSG 




TRY IT LATER. 
SP <- SP + 2; UPDATE SP 
USE JMF', J:NSTEAD OF rffs 
•X00000010 SET E:l TO 1 INDICATES 
BUFLAG BUFFER B IS J:N USE 
114 
3A97 cs 03 A m{ E::rTE: 41:/. 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 "? E: ACCU -= XOCHEX> 
3A99 27 OF 3AAA E:EQ DESl YES, DEST CCt:l 
3A9E: cs 01 A E:ITE: 11:/.00000001 "? E: ACCU = X2CHEX> 
3A90 27 16 3AE:5 E:EQ DES12 YES, DEST CC=l:l AND 2 
3A9F 86 02 A OES2 LOA f;DEST2 NO, DEST CC41:2 
3AA1 E:7 z.qA.q A STA DE SE: YT UPDATE DEST E:YTE 
3AA.q E:7 ECFE A STA OHE:2 GENEF~ATE A ·REQUEST TO 
3AA7 lC EF CL:t ENABLES REGULAR INTR 
3AA9 39 rns .CONTFmLLER 
3AAA 86 01 A DESl LOA :tDESTl 
3AAC E:7 2"+A~ A STA DE SE: YT UPDATE DEST F::YTE 
3AAF E:7 ECFE A STA DRE:2 GENERATE A REC~UEST 
3AE:Z lC EF CL:t ENABLES REGULAR J:NTR 
3AE:.q 39 RTS 
3AE:5 86 03 A OES1Z LOA 4:DEST12 
3AE:7 E:7 z.qA.q A STA DESE:YT UPDATE DEST E:YTE 
3AE:A E:7 ECFE A STA DF·:E:Z GENEF\ATE A REQUEST 
3AE:O lC EF CL:t ENAE:LES REGULAR INTR 
3ABF 39 F\TS 
115 
*********************************************** * SUBROUTINE 
* DISPLAYING A MESSAGE SPECIFIED BY A 
* DISPLAY A MESSAGE MENU. 
* THE MSG CAN BE THE MSG FROM CC~l OR 42 
* OR A MSG BY •TEST WRITING•. HOWEVER, 
* ONLY MSGS IN THE RECEIVE BUFFERS CAN 
* E:E DISPLAYED. 
* INPUT: Y= STARTING ADD OF THE MSG BUFFER 
* OUTPUT: SCREEN WILL DISPLAY THE MSG ID 
* AND THE WHOLE MESSAGE. BUT THE 
* HEADER AND CHECKSUM ARE NOT 
* DISPLAYED. 
***************************~******************* 
3ACO SE 326C A DSPMES LOX 41=MESSID DSP •SENDER ID IS CC41: : • 
3AC3 E:D F02~ A JSR XPDATA 
3AC6 A6 AO A LOA ,y+ GET THE HE~lDER 
3AC8 lF 89 A TFR ArE: PUT THE HEADER INTO B 
3ACA ~O TSTA TEST HEADER IS 0 OR NOT; 
* & TEST BIT 7 IS 0 OR 1. 3ACE: 27 10 3ADD E:EQ BLAN~(S HEADER = 0 --> EMPTY BUF 
3ACD 2A 07 3AD6 E:F'L FROMCl BIT 7 IS O= FROM cc1; 
* BIT 7 IS 1= FROM CC2 3ACF 86 32 A FROMC2 LOA :1:$32 OSP •2• 
3AD1 e:D F018 A JSR XOUTCH 
3AD~ 20 OE 3AE~ E:F.:A DSPCHR E:F.:ANCH TO DISPLAY CHAF\ 
3AD6 86 31 A FROM Cl LDA 4t:$31 DSF' • 1 • 
3AD8 E:D F018 A \,JSR XOUTCH 
3AOE: 20 07 3AE~ E:RA OSF'CHR E:RANCH TO DISPLAY CHAR 
3ADD 86 3F A E:LAN~(S LOA 4:'? DSP •?• 
3ADF e:o F018 A JSR XO UT CH SENDER SOURCE UNKNOWN 
3AE2 C6 ~o A LDE: =1:6~ 
3AE~ C~ 3F A OSF'CHR ANOE: tS3F ZERO OUT MSE: 2 [:ITS' 
* CHAR COUNT IS LEFT IN B 3AE6 SA DECB DO NOT DISPLAY CHECKSUM 
3AE7 ·BE 327C A LOX itMESSIS •MESSAGE ISP 
3AEA E:O F02~ A JSR XPDATA 
3AEO E:6 2~96 A LOA E:ELFLG E:ELFLG s • 0 • MEANS E:ELL 
3AFO 26 OE 3E:oo E:NE NOE:ELL BELFLG • •F• MEANS NOT 0 
* s=>OF•F•; SD, ND E:ELL • 3AF2 A6 AO A E:ELL LOA ,y+ GET CHAR FROM THE .E:UFFER 
3AF~ E:D F018 A ~SF\ XOUTCH DISPLAY THE CHAR 
3AF7 86 07 A LOA 4:$07 
3AF9 E:D FOlB A JSR XOUTCH RING THE E:ELL 
3AFC 5A DECB DEC MESSAGE COUNT 
3AFO 26 F3 3AF2 E:NE E:ELL IF MOREr DO IT AGAIN 
3AFF 39 F\TS 
3e:oo A6 AO A NOE:ELL LOA ,y+ GET CHAR FROM THE E:UFFER 
3E:oz E:O F018 A JSR XO UT CH DISPLAY THE CHAR 
3E:05 5A DECE: DEC MESSAGE COUNT 
3E:06 26 FS 3e:oo E:NE NOE:ELL IF MORE• DO ~T AGAIN 

































































IC DELETE A RECEIVE E:UFFER 
IC INF'UT: NONE 
IC OUTPUT: THE CORRESPONDING STATUS BIT IS 
IC CLEARED AND THE BUFFER BECOME 
* AVAILABLE; THE MEMORY CLEARED 
IC RELATED MODULE: 
IC 1. DELETE A MESSAGE MENU MODULE. 




A DELRTN PSHU D,x,y,cc 
A LOA *$80 
A STA SHFREG ·INIT THE SHIFT REG 
A LOX •MSGDEL •DELETE WHICH BUFFER?• 
A JSR XPDATA 
A JSR XPCRLF DISF'LAY CR,LF 
A JSR XPSF'AC Sf'ACE 
A GETKEY JSR XINCHN GET USER SELECTION 











E:EQ DE LALL 
CMPA t'B 
E:HS GEn{EY 







? >= 8 CERROR INPUT> 
YES, E:RANCH 
? < 0 <ERROR INPUT> 
YES, E:RANCH 
ASCII OF THE INPUT 
SAVE A 
SET UF' THE DELETE CNT 
IF DELETE CNT c o, DEL 
f\ECEIVE E:UFF 0 
A SHFMF\E LSR S1-IFREG SHIFT RIGHT SHIFT REG 
DELCNT DEC DELETE COUNTER 






















SHIFT MOF\E • 
SHFREG COMF'LEMENT THE SHIFT REG 
STSREG SHIFT REG WOFo:l<S L:rnE A 
SHFREG MASK REG; AFTER ANDING• 
STSREG THE E:IT WHICH CORRESPOND 
WILL BE MASKED OUT. I.E., CLEARED. 
A RESTORE A 





D <-- A • E: 
D CONTAINS START ADDR. 
X GETS THE START ADDR. 
CLEAR THE E:UF HEMOF~Y 
117 
3E:57 7F 2~9E: A OELALL CLR STSREG CLEAR STSREG 
3E:5A E:D 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UfFER 0 
3E:50 SE 20~1 A LOX t:E:UFFl 
3E:60 e:o 3C81 A '°'SR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFEr'\ 1 
3E:63 SE 2082 A LOX iE:UFF2 
3E:66 E:D 3CB1 A JSR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 2 
3E:69 SE 20C3 A LOX K:~UFF3 
3E:6C E:D. 3C81 A '°'SR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 3 
3E:6F SE 210'\ A LOX t:E::UFF'\ 
3E:72 E:D 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CLE AF~ RECEIVE E:UFFER '\ 
3E:75 BE 21.q5 A LOX :l:E:UFF5 
3E:78 E:D 3C81 A JSF\ CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 5 
3E:7E: SE 2186 A LOX t:E:UFF6 
3E:7E E:D 3C81 A JSR CLEAR CL.EAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 6 
3E:81 BE 21C7 A LOX t:E:UFF7 
3E:B'\ e:o 3C81 A JSF\ CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVE E:UFFER 7 
3E:87 37 37 A OELEND F'ULU o,x,y,cc 




















































JD:•··~········································· * SUBROUTINE 
* GETTING AN AVAILAE:LE E:UFFER SPACE ' S ADDRESS 
* THIS SUE:F"\OUTINE IS USED :tN RECEIVE MSG INTR. 
* MODULE AND ALSO IS USED IN WRITE A TEST MSG 
* SUBROUTINE. so, IT MUST E:E GENERAL. 
* INPUT: STSF\EG <STATUS REG> WHICH CONTAINS 
* THE STATUS OF RECEIVE BUFFERS. 
* ONE E:IT CORRESF'ONDS TO ONE BUFFER • 
* IF THE E:IT = 0 , THEN THE BUFFER IS 
• AVAILAE:LE; IF s: 1. Noa· AVAILAE:LE. 
* f\ELATED SUE:ROUTINE: 
* 1 • NORMAL DELETE SUE:h.'DUTINE 
* IF THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY SAVE 
* A MESSAGE MENU MODULE. 
* z. EMERGENCY DELETE SUBROUTINE 
* IF THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY RECV 
* MESSAGE MODULE CREC J:NTR SERVICE>. 
*********************************************** 





E:ECAUSE MANY PLACE CALL 
GET ADD. SO. J:NIT MS•(REG. 
E: IS THE COUNT INDICATES 














3E:96 C•,NEXT E:RA 
• 










A ADDO t=E:UFF 0 
J:NJ:T DEL FLAG 
A GET STATUS OF E:UFFERS 
? IS T+iE E:UFFER EMF'TY 
YES, -AN BLIFFER IS FOUND 
NO, INC CNT 
F\IGHT SHIFT THE HAm{ REG 
IF CA~'RY FLAG IS 1,MEANS 
THE • 1 • HAS E:EEN SHIFTED 
FROM B~T7, ALL THE WAY 
THROUGH 6 TO Q, AND THEN 
TO CARRY. IT MEANS NO 
MORE E:UFFER IS AVAILAE:LE 
CHECK NEXT BUFFER TO SEE 
IF IT IS AVAILABLE 
AN E:UFFER IS FOUND 
D <----A • E: 
D HAS IHE OFFSET FROM 
THE E:ASE E:UF TO THE E:UF 
A STD BUFADD BUFADD HAS THE BUFF ADDR 
A LDA STSREG SET CORRESPONDING B:IT OF 
A ORA MS~{REG S1.ATUS REG TO • 1 • 
A ST A STSREG J:NDJ:CAiING E:USY 
RTS RETURN TO CALLING ROUTINE 
A BUFFNO LOX •MSCFUL ·No MORE BUFFER SPACE :rs 
A JSR XF'DATA AVAILAC:LE.• 
A STA SHFREG IN:IT SHFREG 
A LOA -.$7F FORCE BIT 7 OF STSREG TO 
A STA STSREG 0; EVERY OTHEF' E::IT TO 1 
A LOX •E:UFFO :INJ:T E:UFAOD TO THE FIRST 
A STX E:UFAOD REC E:UF. SO THAT IF USER 
•DOES NOT WANT TO DELETE ANY BUF• TH~ DEFAULT 
•BUFFER IS ALWAYS BUFFO 

























































XF'SPAC SPACE JSR 








•xooooo100 ? R s 1 
EMGNCY YES, CALLED E:Y REC MODULE 
TO EMERGENCY DELETE. 
NORMAL NO' CALLED E:Y SAVE A MSG 
TO NORMAL DELETE. 
***•··········································· * NORMAL •{EY INPUT C~{EC~{ FOR DELETING 
JK WHEN THERE IS NO MORE RECEIVE BUFFER 
* TO WRITE A TEST MESSAGE OR RELOAD A MSG 
• THIS PORTION OF CODES WILL E:E EXCECUTED. 
• :IF USER WOULD NOT DELETE A REC BUFFER 
• THE STATUS REG WILL NOT E:E CHANGED. 
* :IF USER WOULD LI•{E TO DELETE A REC E:UF 
• THE STATUS REG WILL E:E INI:T TO FF, THEN 
* CALL DELRTN. 
•********************************************** 
A NORMAL JSR X:INCHN WAIT USEF\'S RESPONSE 
A CMPA 4'N ? •N•o PRESSED 
3C05 BEQ OVER YES, BRANCH TO OVER 
A CMPA •'Y ? ·v·Es PRESSED 
3E:E6 E:EQ DELCH•{ YES, E:RANCH TO DEL CHEC•{ 
3BD9 BRA NORMAL ERROR INPUT TEST 


















YES, FIRST TIME DELETE. 
:INIT STATUS REG TO $FF 
CALL DELRTN 
GET STATUS F'EC 
3COS E:EQ OVER 
* A LOX •MSMORE 
IF STATUS REG c Q,. NO 
HORE DELETE ALLOWED. 
MSG: •HORE DELETE?• 
A JSR XPOATA 
3BD9 BRA NORMAL BRANCH 
3E:8A OVER E:RA GETADD J:F. USER DO NOT DELETE A 
•E:UFFER. THE STATUS RE-G • $7F. DEFAULT E:UF IS 
•E:UFFO. IF USER DELETE ANY E:UFFER. ITS HAS•{ E:IT 
•IN THE STATUS REG IS ·CLEARE •THEREFORE AT 
•LEAST ONE F~EC E:UF :CS AVAJ:LAE:LE NOW• 
·······~·-··-~·-·••*************************~·· 
• EMEHCENCY •CEY :INPUT CHEC•{ FOR DELETING 
• WHEN THERE J:S ND HORE RECEJ:VE E:UFFER TO 
* SAVE THE ~NCOM:ING MESSAGE THAT ARE· ON 
JK THE TRANSMISSION PATH. THXS f'OF,TION OF 
* CODES WILL E:E EXCECUTEO • 
-~********************************************* 
A EMGNCY JSR XINCHA MAiT FOR .,EY l:NPUT JUST 
•FOR A FEW MICRO-SECONDS. SUCH THAT :IF USER XS 
»eSLOW IN RESf'ONSE. THE SENO:ING :IS STILL CONTI:NU 






























































































? CACCU A> • SFF 
YES' •{EY J:NF'UT NOT READY 
? <ACCU A) c •N•o 
YESr BRANCH 
? CACCU A> c •y•Es 
YES, BRANCH 
ERROR INPUT c NOT READY 
SET UP ENTRY POINT FOR 
. CALL FROM SEND ROUTINE 
o,o,o,o,s,R,sI,RI 
? RI = 0 
YES, BRANCH TO SEND INIT 
? s = 0 
YES, NO SENDING NEEDED. 
SEND ACTIVE; CALL C•ff-:CPT 
DO EMGNCY AGAIN E:RA 
SNINIT NOP 
~TIME THIS IS NOP. 
•MODIFIED CODE. 
NOP <--> RTS. ONLY FIRST 













































ZE98 A LOX •HSMORE 
F021 A JSR XPDATA 
? E:UG HERE 
39=RTS, RETURN FROM SUB 
RETURN FROM INTR. 
FIRST DEL• c1; ELSE• >1 
? FIF"·:ST TIME DEL 
NO, E:RANCH 
YES, J:NIT STSF\EG 
DELETE ONE E:UF 
? CSTSREG> c 0 
YESr NO MORE RECV 
CAN E:E DELETED 
• MOF"\E DELETE?• 
TO t;FF 
E:UFFER 
B3 3C07 BRA EMGNCY EMGNCY INPUT CHECK 
FF33 3B8A OVERl LBRA GETADD AT LEAST ONE REC BUF IS 






















































********••····································· * TIME DELAY SUBROUTINE 
* INPUT: B CONTAINS THE TIME DELAY COUNT 
*********************************************** 
DELAY PSHU D,x,y,cc 
AGAINl LOX *$FFFF 
AGAIN2 LEAX -l•X 






TIME DELAY ROUTINE 
DEC X . 
IF X NOT ZERO, AGAIN2 
DEC E: 
IF E: NOT ZERO, AGAIN 1 
·····~··*************************************** 
* SUBROUTINE 
* TO MODIFY THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 
* SUBROUTINE •xINCHN• <WAIT FOR AND ACCEPT 
* INPUT OF ONE CHAR FROM THE SYSTEM KEY-
* BOARD, SUCH THAT INSTEAD OF WAITING FOR-
* EVER UNTIL •{EYE: OARD CONT ACT THIS NEW 
* SUBROUTINE WAITS ONLY A FEW MICROSECONDS 
* OUTPUT:CACCU A> =$FF 
• IF KEYBOARD DATA IS NOT READY 
* <ACCU A> = THE ASCII CHAR OF THE 
IC CORRESPONDING •{EY IF ~CEY IS READY 
*********************************************** 
A XINCHA LOA $EF83 ? KEYBOARD DATA READY 
3C73 E:F'L DSPL NO, E:RANCH 
A LDA $EF82 YES, GET THE •{EY INPUT 
A ANDA f:$7F CLEAR E:IT 7 
A ~MF' FAF\ GO TO THE REMAINING 
•F'OF\TION OF THE XINCHN SUE:ROUTINE. 







LOX t:MESSIN •WAITING FOR •CEY INF'UT • 
JSR XPDATA TYPE •y• OR •N•, IF YOU 
•ARE SLOW, I WILL DO SENDING IF NECESSARY. • 
LOA 41:5FF SET f'ASSING PARAMETER 
RTS 
***************************************IC******* 
IC CLEAR E:UFFER MEMORY SUE:ROUTJ:NE 
* INPu1·: Xr.START ADDR. OF THE E:UFFER 
* OUTPUT : 64 E:YTES E:UFFER MEMOF\Y AF\E CLEARED 
• EDT IS STORED AT END 
************•**************************IC******* 
CLEAR f'SHU o,x,y SAVE A• Eh x, Y 
88 40 A LEAY 64rX Y GET THE END ADDR 
2.ttAA A STY ENDA DR 
BO A LOOf'X CLR ,x+ CLEAR THE MEMORY WORD 
2.ttAA A CMf'X ENDA OF\ ? END OF E:LJFFER 
F9 3CBA E:NE LOOF'X NO' CLEAR NEXT WORD 
04 A LOA t:"t 
B"t A STA ,x STORE EOT AT END 




































































*********************************************** * INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
*********~*******************************~***** 
*** INTERRUPT POLLING & ERROR HANDLER ********* 
* HANDLING THE FOL OWING ITEMS: 
* l. IDENTIFY THE INTERRUPT SOURCE AND 
* ASSIGN THE CORRESPONDING SEr\VICE. 
* 2. DETECT ERROR CONDITIONS ANO HANDLE 
* EACH ERROR CONDITION INDIVIDUALLY. 
******************************************W.**** 








•HARDWARE DISABLES INTERRUPT, IT IS STILL 
•NEEDED HERE. FOR POSSIBLE 2ND INTERRUPT 
**** CPU INTERRUPT DISABLED *************** 





(RECEIVE INTEF\F\UF'T FLAG> 
YES, RECEIVING MODULE 
? E:n-7 OF CRE:Z 11: 1 
<SEND INTERRUPT FLAG> 
BMI SEND YES, SENDING MODULE 
LOX t:ERROR •PIA SHOULD HAVE AT 
•LEAST ONE •1• AT BIT-7 OF CRAZ OR CRE:2.• 
JSR XF'DATA 
E:f~A CAF\E T A•{E CARE OF ERROR 
A RECV 
A 








JMP RE CI NT JUMP TO REC :INTR ROUTINE 
LOA E:UFLAG 
BITA •00000011 ? BO OR Bl ~·1• 
BEG ERROR3 NO, ERROR3 
LOX •MSGSEN •START SENDING• 
JSR XPOATA 
JMF' SENDIN JUMP TO SNO INTF\ ROUTINE A 
A ERRORl LOX ~ERRMS1 ERROR! RECEIVED ONE MORE 
~REC INTR WHIL.E RECEIVING A MESSAGE. 
A JSR XF'OAT A 
3CE3 E:RA CARE TA~{E CAF\E THE ERFmR 
A ERROR2 LOX 4ERRMS2 ERROR! RECEIVED ONE MORE 
•SEND INTR WHILE SENDING A MESSAGE. 
A JSR Xf'OATA 
3CE3 E:RA CARE TAl·{E CAF\E THE ERFmR 
A ERROF~3 LOX 4=MSGER3 •CONTROLLER ERROR! SEND 










LOX 4=MSGEF:~ • ERROF~. OEST EYTE IS 0 • 
JSR XF'DATA 
LOX t:MAIN 
STX $ArS CHANCE THE RETURN ADDR. 
LOA DRE:2 CLEAR SEND l:NTR FLAG TO 
•AVOID E:E:INC INTERRUF'TED AGAJ:N E:Y THE SAME :INTR 
A LOA DRA2 CLEAR RECEIVE INTR FLAG 
•FOR NOT TO E:E INTERRUf'TED E:Y THE SAME J:NTR 
OUT RTI WHENEVER ERROR OCCURS 

































3018 E:D 3E:BA 
3D1E: 1 OE:E 2~AC 









302c 1 o e:F z.qe:s 
3030 S.lt 7F 
303Z E:7 z.qA3 
3035 BE 3169 
3038 t:D Foz.q 
303E: 1 OE:E 21E:5 
303F 70 ECF9 
3012 2A 11 
3M1 E:6 ECF8 
3017 A7 AO 






·················*····························· * RECEIVING MESSAGE MODULE <INf'UT> 
·············~·······························~· ******** SET-UP. INTERRUPT D:ISAE!LED lKJK>K••••••,uc 
A RECINT LOE: OPRFLG OPERFLAG=O •••• S,RrSirRI 
A E:ITE: 4/.00000100 ? R = 0 
3CC5 E:NE ERRORl NO, ERROR 
A m{AYl E:ITE: 4/.00000010 ? SI= 0 
3002 E:NE S~{IP NO' SKIP NEXT 3 INSTS. 
A ORE: •xooooo101 SET R AND RI TO ·1· 
OP RF LG A STE: 
A JMP ALLS ET 
A Sl<IP ORE: •X00000100 SET R TO •1• ; 
SI=l STILL REMAIN THE SAME 
A STE: OPRFLG 
A ALLSET 
A 








LOX 4:0F'RFLG F'RINT OUT THE CONTENTS 
JSR XOUT2H OF OPERATION FLAG 
LOA ORAZ CLEAR INTR FLAG <CRA7) 
ANDCC C:/.11101111 ENAE:LE CF'U INTERRUPT. 
SENDING MESSAGE F'ROCESS TO TA~{E F'LACE. 
••••••**********************••················· 
J1ocxlnoca: ACTUAL RECEIVING. INTR ENAE:LEO •»e••»e••• 
A JSR GETADD GET AN AVAILAE:LE REC E:UF 
A LOY E:UFADD Y-= ADDF\ OF THE RECV E:UFR 







* J:F YES, HEADER E:YTE IS READY• 
• :tF NO, HEADER E:YTE IS NOT READY• 
E:F'L C~{HEAD RESULT > -= 0 MEANS THE 
•HEADER EYTE IS NOT READY. 
* 





SIGNALJ:NG DATA RECEIVED 
STORE HEADER J:NTO HEADSR 
STORE HEADER INTO THE 
1ST LOCATION OF E:UFFER 
STY YSTORE SAVE CONTENTS OF Y REG 
ANDA 4/.01111111 PROCESS THE HEADER. 
•ZEF,0-0UT SENDEF' ID E:IT TO MA•{E THE RECV COUNT 
A STA RCVCNT 
A LOX t;HSGRVH •RECEIVED HEADER E:YTE ! • 
A JSR Xf'DATA 
A C•{F,ADY LOY YSTORE GET THE OLD VALUE OF Y 








* TST CRA1 ? t:n-7 OF CF,A1 -= 1 
• J:F YES,. MESSAGE E:YTE IS READY• 
lK :IF NO, MESSAGE BYTE J:S NOT READY. 
E:f'L CH•{STS f'LUS, MEANS NOT READY; 
• 




•LOCATION. AGAIN STORE 
LOX itMSGRCV 
JSR XF'OATA 
GO TO CHEC•( STATUS • 
GET THE DATA BYTE; 
SJ:GNAL.J:NG DATA RECEIVED 
STORE DATA :INTO E:UFFER• 
AND UF'OATE NEXT . STOF~AGE 
THE CONTENTS OF Y REG. 













































































A DEC RCVCNT DECREMENT MESSAGE COUNT 
3076 BEG OONERE COUNT c Or RECEIVE DONE 
A CH•{STS LOX t:C•(RADY CHEC•' STATUS 




••CALL• FROM SEND ROUTINE. <SELF-MODIFIED CODE> 
LD8 OPRFLG OPERFLAG= o •••• s,R,SI,RI 
BITB •%00000001 IF RI=l,CALL ·sENo· 
E:NE CALLO IF RI=O, RETURN 
RETURN NOF' THIS •NOP• INST WILL E:E 
•CHANGED TO ·RTs· INST AFTER THE INST HAS BEEN 
*EXECUTED ONCE IN THE CONCURRENT CASE. 
•AT THE SECOND TIME OF\ LATER, RTS WILL E:E THE 
•CODE. A SELF-MODIFIED CODE. THIS CODE NEEDS TO 
•BE REINITIALIZED EACH TIME THE CYCLE IS DONE. 
*RTI IS FOR THE CASE •CAME HERE BY INTR.• 
•RTS IS FOR THE CASE •cAME HERE BY CALL CKRADY• 
aTHIS CODE NEEDS TO E:E REINITIALIZED EACH CYCLE 
A LOA *$39 $39 = RTS 
A STA *-3 
RTI 
A CALL 0 E:ITE: 
RETURN FROM INTR. 
•%00001000 ? s = 0 
3D3E: E:EQ C•mADY RI=1' S=l r CALL C•{RCF'T; 
RI=1' S=O' co TO c•mADY 
C•{RCF'T CALL C•{RCF'T <CALL SEND> 






A OONERE ORCC 
GO TO CHEC•{ DATA READY 
:C.% 00010 0 0 0 DISAE:LE CPU INTERF\UPT 
*********************************************** 
"'*** POST-RECEIVE PROCESS. INTR DISABLED ****** 
A LOA *$12 
A STA RETURN 
A STA SNINIT INIT 1 NOP 1 IN THE CETADD 
A LOA *S07 
A .JSF\ XOUTCH . DISPLAY • E:I • 
A LOX t:MSGRCD 1 MSG RECE:IV:ING COMPLETE• 
A .JSR XPDATA 
A LOE: OPRFLG OPRFLG-= 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' S' R' S:I 'RI 
A BIT8 4%00000001 ? RI • 0 
3DA9 E:NE F\IONE NO, RI IS ONE 
A RIZERO LOA OF'RFLG Of'RFLC=O•OrO•OrSrR,SirRI 
A ANDA •/.11111011 CLEAR R;S=Siclr R=RI=O 
A STA Of' RF LG 
A LOX •MSGSN1 1 SENO:ING NOT FINISHED• 
A .JSR Xf'DATA RETURN; OF'ERATION FLAG=' 
A LOX t:OF'F\FLG DISPLAY THE CONTENTS OF 
A .JSR XOUT2H Of'RFLC IN 2 HEX CHARS. 
A ANDCC t/.11101111 ENABLE INTERRUPT -
RTS RECEIVING FINISHED' E:UT 
»:SENDJ:NG IS NOT; !T WAS CALLED E:Y SEND' SO 
•RETURN TO THE CALLER. <SI IS 1 AND RECEIV:ING 
»:FINISHED FIRST CASE; SI • 1• R • O> 
•<SHORT-RECEIV:ING CASE> 
A RIONE [:J:TE: t/.00001000 ? s IS 0 
3DC3 BEG SZERO YES, S IS ZERO 
A SONE LOA •/.00001010 SI <- s;CLEAR R AND R:I 
A STA Of'RFLG SET SI; < S-=SI-=1' R=RI=O > 
3DE:Z BE 3ZE:E: 
3DE:5 e:o Foz.q 
3DE:8 SE z.q9.q 
3DE:E: . E:D F01E: 
3DE:E lC EF 
3DCO 7E 3E60 
3DC3 7F 2~9~ 
3DC6 SE 32EC 
3DC9 E:O Foz.q 
3DCC BE z.q9.q 
3DCF e:o FOlE: 
3DD2 E:D FOZl 
















LOX •MSGSNZ • E:UT SENDING NOT; JUMF'; 
JSR XPDATA OPERATION FLAG=•. 
LOX •OPRFLG DISPLAY THE CONTENTS 
JSR XOUTZH OF OPRFLG IN HEX. 
AND CC -~~ 11101111 ENAE:LE INTERF\UPT 
JMP CKRCPT FINISHED RECEIVING; BUT 
>KNOT SENDING. RI WAS 1 AND RECEIVING FINISHED 
>KFIRST <NORMAL CASE; RI=l,S=l>; CONTROL 
.:SWITCHED TO SENDING <INITIATOR CHANGED>. DON'T 
>Kl<NOW WHICH MESSAGE IS SHORT. ONLY ~{NOW SENDING 
»:FitUSHED LATEF~. 
SZERO CLR OPRFLG UPDATE OPRFLG 
LOX 41=MSCSN3 •SENDING FINISHED EAF.:LI-
JSR XF~ATA ER, BOTH DONE; OPRFLG=• 
LOX 41:0PRFLG DISPLAY 01=·EF~ATION FLAG 
JSR XOUTZH 
JSR XPCRLF CR,LF 
JSR XPSPAC SPACE 
RTI •CRTS> FINISHED RECEIVING, NO 
>KSENDING NECESSARY. RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM. RI 
>KRI WAS 1, FINISHED RECEIVING; BUT SENDING 
.:FINISHED EAF~LIEF\ ( SHOR1--SENDING CASE) • SIMILAR 
.:1·0 NO SENDING CASE <NO SEND INTERF~UPT > 
>KZ CASES: RI=l• S=O <NO-SENDING CASE> 
















































































































































JDC••··········································· * SENDING MESSAGE MODULE <OUTPUT> 
*************************~···················~· 
******** SET-UP. INTERRUPT DISABLED ********** 
SENDIN LOB OPRFLG OPRFLG c O •• s,R,SirRI 
BITB 4/.00001000 ? S c 0 
LBNE ERROR2 NOr ERROR 
m{AY2 E:ITE: 4/.000 00001 ? RI = 0 
E:NE S~~:rp 1 NO , S~(IP 1 
ORB 4zoooo1610 YES, SET s AND SI TO l 
STE: OPRFLG 
JHP SETUP 
s~~IPl ORE: t:/.00001000 SET s; RI=l STILL 
STE: OF'RFLG REMAINS THE SAME 
SETUF' LOX t=MSGOPR • OF'EF\ATION FLAG=• 
JSR XPDATA 
LOX •OPRFLG PRINT OUT THE CONTENTS 
JSR XOUT2H OF. OF0ERATION FLAG <HEX> 
LOA BUFLAG BUF FLAG INDICATES WHICH 
•SEND BUFFER TO USE. 
E:IT A 41:/. 00000001 ? USE SEND E:UFFER A 
BEG SNDBFB NO, SEND BUFFER B 





SNDCNT c SEND COUNTER 
:INCLUDES HEADER BYTE 
BECAUSE DECREMENT BEFORE 
•SENDING A E:YTE. 
[:RA GOl 
SNDBFB LOX 4BUFFB REG X s SEND f'O:INTER 
LOA SNCNTE: 
STA SNDCNT SNDCNT s SEND COUNTER 
INC SNDCNT INCLUDES HEADER BYTE 
INC SNDCNT DEC BEFORE SEND 
GOl LOA DRE:2 CLEAR INTR FLAG < CRE:7 > 
ANDcc · 4/.11101111 ENABLE :INTERRUPT 
**********•···································· 
******* ACTUAL SENDING. :INTR ENABLED •••****** 











•THE CNT :IS ZERO. :IF NOT• THERE :IS MORE TO SEND 
BEQ OONESE :IF YES• SEND :IS DONE 
LOA ,x+ GET THE DATA f'O:INTED TO 
•BY POINTER X. X GET INCREMENTED AUTOMATICALLY. 
STX XSTORE STORE THE CONTENTS OF X. 
•E:ECAUSE RT:I WILL DESTROY THE CONTENTS OF X • 
STA DRE:l OUF"UT DATA E:YTE; SIGNAL 
•DATA SENT <GENERATE OAiA READY SIGNAL>. 
LOX •MSGSND •SEND ONE BYTE!• 
JSR XF'OATA 
LOA DRA2 CHEC•{ ECFC 
E::ITA •XOOOOOOll ? e:rr-o OR -1 - 1 
E:NE C•{STS1 YES, CHEC•{ STATUS. 
•E:ECAUSE :IF AT LEAST A • 1 • J:N ECFC HEA~? DATA 
•READY S:IGNAL :IS GENERATED. 
LOX •NOSEND •MSG E:YTE CAN 'T BE SENT• 






























































































••SIGNAL CAN NOT BE SET TO HIGH.• 
A C~{STSl LOE: OF'RFLG CHEC•( STATUS 
A BITB •xoooooo10 ? SI c o 
3E59 ENE CALLl NO, BRANCH TO CALL1 
A 
A 
RETUR1 NOF' IT WOULD BECOME •RTS• 
•AFTER THE FIRST TIME PF~OGRAM EXECUTION HAS 
•COME THROUGH HERE. IT IS TO BE USED FOR THE 
•CP1SE • CAME HERE E:Y CALL Cl<RCF'T • 
LOA •$39 39 = RTS 
STA >1i:-3 
RTI 
A CALL 1 E:ITE: :I:/. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ? R = 0 
3E6 0 [:Ee~ C~(RCF'T YES' NO CALL. c~mCF'T IS 
>KTHE STEP TO CHEC~( THE ACCEPTANCE OF DATA E:Y 
»:THE RECEIVER<S> 
A CAE: JSR Cl-(f"\ADY CALL C•{RADY <CALL RECV) • 
A c~mCPT LOX XSTCJRE RESTORE THE POINTER ( x) • 




















































SIGNAL SENT E:AC~{ E:Y RECEIVER < S > • 
DESBYT B GET THE DEST BYTE. 
t:f>Ol ? DESTl 
CH~{CCl YES, ONLY CHEC~{ CCl ONLY 
llt4.f>OZ ? DESTZ 
CH~{CC2 YES, ONLY CHEC•{ CC2 ONLY 
•$03 ? DEST12 
ERROR~ NO, ERROR 
4X00000011 ? CC~l & 2 RECEIVED 
STEP5 YES, SEND NEXT CHAR. 
•NORClZ •cHAR NOT RECED BY cc1z· 
. Xf'DATA 
CHSTSl NO, CHEC•{ STATUS. 
4%00000001 ? CC~l RECEIVED 
STEPS YES, SEND NEXT CAHF\. 
•NDRECl •cHAR NOT RECVED BY cc1• 
XF'DATA 
C~{STSl NO, CHEC•{ STATUS. 
•7.00000010 ? CC42 RECEIVED 
STEPS YES, SEND NEXT CHAR. 




RETUF\1 RESTORE THE NOF' :INST 
47.00010000 DISABLE :INTERRUPT 
********************X********~***~************* 






















XOUTCH • E::I • 
t:MSGSNT 
XF"DATA •MSG SENDING COMF·LETE ! • 
BUFLAG BUFLAG=o ••• B3rEZ.Bl,BO 
4:7.11111100 
E:UFLAG CLEAR e:1, e:o 
QF•RFLG OF'RFLGc: 0 • • • S' R' SJ:' RI 
47.00000010 ? SI s 0 


































































A SIZERO LOA OPRFLG YESr SI • 0 •> RI • 1 
A ANDA •XllllOlll 
A STA OPRFLG CLEAR s; R=RI=lr S=SI=O 



















•FINISHED; RETUF\N; OF'ERATION FLAG=• 
'-'SR XPDATA 
LOX •OPRFLG DISPLAY OF'EF\ATION FLAG 
~JSR XOUT2H 
LOA t:O 
STA ORE:2 TELL CONTROLLER THE WOF\~{ 
•IS FINISHED. PUT ALL O'S INTO DR82 <DEST BYTE> 
AND CC =1:/.11101111 ENABLE INTERF"\UPT 
RTS RETURN TO c~mADY ; 
•RECEIVE :IS INITIATOR. E:UT SENDING :IS FINISHED 
•FIHST. AND RECEIVING IS NOT FINISHED; IT WAS 
•CALLED BY RECVr SO RETURN TO THE CALLER; 
•RI :IS ONE AND SENDING FINISHED CASE. 
•<SHORT-SENDING CASE> 
SIDNE BITB •xooooo100 ? R = 0 
BEQ RZERO YESr R = 0 
RONE LOA •xooooo101 SET R AND RI TO 1 
STA OF'RFLG CLEAR S AND SJ: <RI <- R> 
LOX •MSGRC2 ·euT RECEIVING NOT; JUMP 
JSR Xf'OATA ; OPERATION FLAG=• 
LOX t:OPRFLG DISPLAY OPRFLC 
JSR XOUTZH 
LOA t:O TELL CONTROLLER wom< :rs 
STA DRB2 FINISHED. SEND O'S BYTE 
ANDCC ~/.11101111 ENABLE I:NTERRUPT 
. JMP C~<RADY FINISHED SENDING; E:UT 
•RECEIVING NOT FINISHED; S:I WAS 1 AND SENDING 
*FINISHED Fl:RST(NOMAL CASE>. ~N:ITIATOR CHANGED. 
•CONTROL SWITCHED TO RECEIVER. DON'T •<NOW WHICH 
•IS SHORT. 
A RZERO CLR OF'RFLG OF'F-!FLG= 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' S' R' S:I' RI 








•LI:ER OR NO RECEIVING; OPERATION FLAG=• 
JSR XPDATA 
LOX •OF'RFLG DISPLAY OF'ERATI:ON FLAC 
JSR XOUT2H 
LOA 4:0 TELL CONTROLLER MOR•< :IS 
ST A DR£:2 . FINISHED• 
JSR XPCRLF CR,LF 
"JSR Xf•SPAC SPACE 
f\U f.:ETUF\N TO MAINF'ROGRAM • 
•SI MAS 1 ; FI:NISHED SENDING' E:UT RECEJ:Vl:NG 
•FINISHED EARLIER; SIMILAR TO NO RECEI:VINC CASE 
•CRECEIVI:NG-SHORT CASE> 
•2 CASES: SI=1r R=O <NO RECEIVING CASE> 
• SI=1r R=1->0 <SHORT-RECEJ:V:ING CASE> 
*****************************•••••••••••••***** 
3~69 A END MAJ:N <PRGH> 
TOTAL ERRORS 00000--00000 
TOTAL WARNl:NGS 00000--00000 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE RUN (EXAMPLES OF USE) 
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CCl USER WRITES TWO MESSAGES: 
SYSTEM IS DOING INITIALIZATION. WAIT! tti HARDWAF<E INITIALIZATION COMPLETE? HIT ANY •{EY WHEN RE?\DY • 
INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. 
~L "O"N OR OF"F"? 
*** MC6809 MULTICOMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORK *** 
PLEASE SELECT THE MENU NUME:ER YOU Lil<E 
YOUR SENDER ID IS •cc1· 
WHENEVER THE SCREEN IS MESSED UP PLEASE PRESS THE RESET BUTT 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
<3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
(5) DELETE A MESSAGE, 
(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
l~~TE A MESSAGE MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC1 OR CC1&2 INTO BUFFA. 
<2> WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC2 OR CC2&1 INTO BUFFB. 
<3> WRITE A TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER. ffi NONE OF THE AE:OVE 
WRITE THE MESSAGE <TERMINATE WITH CF~. OR MAX. 62 CHARS.>= 
WORl<ING 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
C3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
C5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
.ttl RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
·WRITE A MESSAGE MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC1 OR CC1&2 INTO BUFFA. 
<2> WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC2 OR CC2&1 INTO BUFFB. 
(3) WRITE A TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER. 
tfil> NONE OF THE AE:OVE 
~IIE Itf MESSAGE <TERMINATE WITH CF~. OR MAX. 62 CHAF~S. >= 
YOU CA_ 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE, 
0 indicates user key input. <2> SEND A MESSAGE, <3> DISPLAY A MESSAGEr 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
C5) DELETE A MESSAGE, 
<6> RELOAD A MESSAGE. Others are menu generated display. 
131. 
CC2 USER WRITES TWO MESSAGES: 
SYSTEM IS DOING INITIALIZATION. WAIT! 
l:IARDWAF\E & CCl INITIALIZATIONS COMPLETE'? HIT ANY ~{EY IF YEE~. 
p . 
INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. 
r:~rL "O"N OR OF"F"? 
*** MC6EJ09 MUL TICOMPUTE:F{ COMMUNICATION NET~JOF~I< >1010K 
PLEASE SELECT THE MENU NUMBER YOU LIKE 
YOUF~ SENDER ID IS • CC2 • 
WHENEVER THE SCREEN IS MESSED UP F'LE~1SE PF~ESS THE l:;~ESET BUTT 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE, 
C2) SEND A MESSAGE, 
< 3 > DISPLAY A MESSf-'1GE, 
(~) SAVE A MESSAGE~ 
<5> bELETE A MESSAGE, 
f-!;> RELD1~lD A MESSAGE • 
~TE A MESSAGE MENU: 
< 1 > WRl:TE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC1 OR CC18.2 INT() BUFFA. 
C 2) WF~ITE A MESSAGE TD E:E SENT TO CCZ OR CC28.1 INTO E:UFFE:. 
(3) WRITE A TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER. lli NCJNE CJF THE ABOVE 
WRITE THE MESSAGE <TERMINATE WITH CR. OR MAX. 62 CHARS.>= 
GF{EAT 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
Cl) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
(5) DELETE A MESSAGE, 
<6> RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
~TE A MESSAGE MENU: 
Cl> WRITE A MESSAGE TO BE SENT TO CC1 OR CC1&2 INTO BUFFA. 
<2> WF~ITE A MESSAGE TO E:E SENT TO CC2 OR CC2&1 INTO E:UFFE:. 
(3) WRITE A.TEST MESSAGE INTO A RECEIVE BUFFER. 
~ NCJNE OF THE ABOVE 
WRITE THE MESSAGE <TERMINATE WITH CR. OR MAX. 62 CHARS.>= 
Joo nl 
OMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
C3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE~ 
(4) SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
<6> RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
CCl USER SENDS A MESSAGE TO CC2 USER (MONOLOGUE): 
SEND A MESSAGE MENU: 
<1>.SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME 
<Z>.SEND TWO MESSAGE AT A TIME 
~ 
(1) SEND <BUFFA> TO CC1 
(2) SEND CBUFFB> TO CC2 
(5) SEND <BUFFA> TO CC1 AND CCZ 
(6) SEND <BUFFS> TO CC2 AND CC1 














MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE! 
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RECEIVING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO RECEIVING. OPERATION FLAG=OO 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> ~RITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
(~) SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE. 












MESSAGE F~ECEIVING CDMF'L.ETE ! 
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N>ONE OF THE ABOVE 
WHICH RECEJ:VE E:LJFFEF~' S MESSAGE WOULD YOU LlXE TCl SEE ( 0--7)? 
[]] 
SENDER ID J:S CC1 
MESSAGE IS:YOU CAN 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
C1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
<6> RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
CC2 USER SENDS A MESSAGE TO CCl USER (MONOLOGUE): 
~[) A MESSAGE MENU: 
<1>.SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME 
<2>.SEND TWO MESSAGE AT A TIME 
1 
(1) SEND <BUFFA> TO CC1 
<2> SEND CBUFFB> TO CC2 
(5) SEND <BUFFA> TO CCl AND CCZ 
(6) SEND <BUFFB> TO CCZ AND CCl 










MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE! 
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RECEIVING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO RECEIVING. OPERATION FLAG~oo 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
(5) DELETE A MESSAGE, 
(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
[fil 
SEND A MESSAGE MENU: 
<1>.SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME 
<2>.SEND TWO MESSAGE AT A TIME 
m 
< 1) SEND ( E:UFFA > TO CCl 
<2> SEND CBUFFB> TO CC2 
(5) SEND <BUFFA> TO CCl AND CC2 
(6) SEND <BUFFB> TO CC2 AND CCl 
CN> NONE OF THE ABOVE 










MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE! 
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N>ONE OF THE ABOVE 
WHICH RECEIVE BUFFEF~ 'S MESSAGE: WOULD YOU Lil{E TO SEE C 0-7 >? 
~~~DER ID IS CC2 
MESSAGE IS:GREAT 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<Z> SEND A MESSAGE, 
(3) DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
(~) SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
<6> RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
[fil 
SEND A MESSAGE MENU: 
<1>.SEND ONE MESSAGE AT A TIME 
<2>.SEND TWO MESSAGE AT A TIME m 
(1) SEND <BUFFA> TO CCl 
<2> SEND <BUFFB> ·To CC2 
<5> SEND <BUFFA> TO CC1 AND CC2 
(6) SEND <BUFFB> TO CC2 AND CCl 
<N> NONE OF THE AE~VE 
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CC1 USER SENDS A MESSAGE TO CC2 USER, WHILE CC2 USER SENDS A 



















MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE! 
BUTr SENDING NOT FINISHED. RETURN. OPERATION FLAG=OA 
s 
s 
MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE! 
RECEIVING FINISHED EARLIER OR NO RECEIVING. OPERATION FLAG=OO 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
<3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 





N>ONE OF THE ABOVE 
¥1=1fC_H RECEIVE BUFFER• S MESSAGE WOULD YOU L.I•<E TO SEE C 0-7)? 
~DER ID IS CC2 
MESSAGE IS:GREAT 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGEr 
<2> SEND A MESSAGEr 
<3> DISPLAY A MESSAGEr 
<~> SAVE A MESSAGEr 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 
(6) RELOAD A MESSAGE. 
CC2 USER SENDS A MESSAGE TO CCl 



















MESSAGE SENDING COMPLETE! 
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USER, WHILE CCl USER SENDS A 
COMMUNICATIONS): 
BUT, RECEIVING NOT FIN:I:SHED. RETURN. OPEF~ATION FLAG==05 
R 
R 
MESSAGE RECEIVING COMPLETE! 
SENDING FINISHED EAl~LIEI~ OF~ ND SENDING. OPEl~t~ffION FL.AG== 0 0 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
(1) WRITE A MESSAGE, 
(2) SEND A MESSAGE, 
<3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
(1) SAVE A MESSAGE, 
<5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 





N >ONE OF Tl-IE AE:OVE 
~CH RECEl:VE E:UFFER 1 S MESSAGE WOULD YOU Ll}{E TO SEE < 0-7 ) ,.~ 
kt'NOER ID IS CC 1 
MESSAGE IS:YOU CAN 
COMMUNICATION GENERAL MENU: 
<1> WRITE A MESSAGE, 
<2> SEND A MESSAGE, 
C3> DISPLAY A MESSAGE, 
<1> SAVE A MESSAGE, 
C5> DELETE A MESSAGE, 














Send buffer A; used for storing a message which is 
to be sent under "send a message" menu options i ·, 
3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 9 , A, B, and c . 
Send buffer B; used for storing a message which is 
to be sent under "send a message" menu options 2, 
3 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , A, B , and C . 
A store, usually associated with a peripheral 
device or communication line, which accommodates 
differences or variation of data rate. 
Send buffer flag (B3,B2,Bl,BO). 
Send buffer A busy flag. If BO = o, send buffer A 
not busy; if BO = 1, send buffer A busy. 
Send buffer B busy flag. If Bl = o, send buffer B 
not busy; if Bl = 1, send b~ffer B busy. 
Send buffer A not empty flag. If B2 = o, send 
buffer A empty; if B2 = 1, send buffer A not 
empty. 
Send buffer B not empty flag. If B3 - O, send 
buffer B empty; if B3 = 1, send buffer B not 
empty. 
Communicating computer # 1 
Communicating computer # 2 
Contention 
A competition between parts of a system for use of 
a common resource. 
Controller 
Hardware network control center. 
CRA(2)-7 Bit 7 of control register A in PIA #2 (receive 
interrupt flag). 
CRB(2)-7 Bit 7 of control register B in PIA #2 (send 
interrupt flag). 
Data received vector 
2-bit vector indicates the "data received" signal 
from each receiver. 
Destination Vector 
vector indicating the destination(s) of the 










First byte of a message; consists of sender ID and 
message length. 
A block of data which the user of a communication 
network wishes to have transported as a whole. 
Operation flag (S,R,Si,Ri). 
Indicates "send interrupt" from the controller. s 
= 1, sending; S = o, not sending. 
Indicates a receive interrupt from the controller. 




if the send interrupt is the initiator 
If Si = 1, then "sending" is the 
Indicates if the receive 
initiator or not. If Ri = 1, 
the initiator. 
interrupt is the 
then "receiving" is 
Receive count 
Indicates the number of bytes in the message to be 
received. 
Receive interrupt 
Interrupt from the controller to cause activation 
of the receiving message module. 
Receiver "receive" communicating computer. 
Send count 
Indicates the number of bytes in the message to be 
sent. 
Sender "send" communicating computer. 
Send interrupt 
Interrupt from the controller to cause activation 
of the sending message module. 
SNDREQ A subroutine used to make a send request to the 
controller to send a message. 
Strobe A seperate I/O line that indicates the 
availability of data or the occurence of a 
transfer. 
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